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FROM THE AUTHORS 
As we discussed in the irst book on contested auctions entitled Battle 

of the Titans, there has been a clear trend in modern bridge for incre-
asing aggressiveness and being active during the bidding.  Nowadays, 
very few auctions are uncontested, with the active participation of only 
one pair.  In this environment, bidding agreements for contested auc-
tions and defensive bidding have taken on particular importance.  Most 
of the agreements people make are generally loosely de ined – players 
usually let experience and intuition be their guide.  This can lead to co-
stly misunderstandings or differences in interpretation.  

In this book we present another group of bidding problems in conte-
sted auctions chosen from the important championship events.  We will 
show how being active impacts both pairs.  Using examples, we will try 
to show what to do, how to do it, what not to do and why.

We will show the agreements that some of the top pairs in the world 
have for certain bidding positions.  In some situations we propose ideas 
for how they can be systemically handled.

A thorough reading of this book can give you an approach of how to 
react to most situations.  This should be helpful for you and your partner 
to develop a particular style for contested auctions.  Because of the large 
number of possible sequences, it’s not as easy to categorize them as in 
uncontested auctions.  It is also practically impossible to build a com-
plete set of agreements for every possible situation.  The goal should be 
to create a harmonious approach within the partnership for analyzing 
situations and choosing bids that keep to a certain path.

FROM THE AUTHORS
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FORCING PASSES
Are there universal rules which govern when a pass is forcing in a con-

tested auction? 
About 15 years ago it was still thought that there were bidding situations 

in which a pass would without any doubt at all be an expectation for part-
ner to provide additional information. 

Today, after analyzing hundreds of deals we are convinced that even in 
situations that are seemingly obvious, much depends on the context.  We 
have to take into consideration the vulnerability, the style of the opponents 
or even the temperament of a particular player.  We imagine that we are 
playing against opponents who are quite content in their passivity and who 
if they ind any excuse to pass, they will.  If this kind of opponent decides to 
step into the auction at the four level when vulnerable, that even if partner 
had made a game-forcing bid we hold back from making a hasty double. 

You have probably noticed that opponents who bid at unfavorable vulne-
rability are rarely joking.  They usually have themselves covered, if not by 
point strength, then at least by the shape of their hand. 

The fact that we have 26 HCP between the two hands on our side doesn’t 
mean much.

Experience with this leads us to a conclusion.  In a game of practical brid-
ge we can strongly recommend the following rule – that pass is never for-
cing when the opponents are at unfavorable vulnerability.  Of course, no 
one would stop us from making a penalty double, but it should be based on 
trump tricks.

There is a completely different situation when our side is vulnerable 
and the opponents not.  The favorable tactical situation encourages most 
players to be unusually active.  Destructive bidding prevails, high level 
preempts that force them against a wall without regard for shape or suit 
quality. 

Year by year this trend is becoming stronger.  There can be only one an-
swer to this – when the opponents are in a contested auction at favorable 
vulnerability the idea of a forcing pass has to be used to the limit.  This me-
ans that a pass is non-forcing only when a forcing pass doesn’t make sense, 
something that will often occur as the bidding unfolds. 

FORCING PASSES
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What advantages does the concept of the forcing pass provide?
We’ll discuss this using concrete examples.

SEQUENCE A
NS vulnerable

W N E S
3♣ dbl. 5♣ ?

If pass isn’t forcing, then the possibilities are limited to:
1.Double – I want to play 5♣ doubled or I have extras.
2.5♦/♥/♠  – I’d like to play at the ive level.
3.6♣/♦/♥/♠ – I’d like to play at the six level.
4.Pass – I have nothing to say.

It’s important to note that in each of these cases (1-4) South can’t have 
the slightest doubt.  He makes the inal decision.  Experience has taught us 
that decisions that are made together with partner are more effective and 
can lead to collecting a lot of points. 

What kind of options will there be, if we decide that South’s pass is for-
cing?
1.Double – I’d like to discourage partner from bidding on.
2.Bidding 5♦,♥,♠ directly – I don’t have slam aspirations.  
3.Pass – I don’t know what to do.

a)I don’t know if we should double them – if you have a good hand, then 
my points are outside of the club suit and may be useful.

b)I don’t know if we should bid to the ive or six level (six or seven).
If partner doubles we will have a dilemma with a) to accept his decision.  

Similarly, if we decide to bid our own suit at the ive level.
With b) when partner doubles, we bid what we have at the ive or six level 

to show our intention to invite to slam.  If partner bids his suit that we can 
easily look for the right slam or grand slam.  

Thanks to the forcing pass, there are sequences where we will have more 
options.

FORCING PASSES
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FORCING PASSES

SEQUENCE I
NS vulnerable

W N E S
1♠ 2♣ 3♣ 5♣
?

3♣ = forcing to game with a it in the suit opened
1.Pass = I don’t know what to do:

a)I don’t know if we should double them – if you have a good hand, my 
points are outside of their suit and could be useful.

b)I don’t know, if I want to bid at the ive or six level (six or seven level).
c)I have a one-suited hand.
Pass can be also used as the start of the more encouraging sequence:
c)pass and then after a double a bid of 5♠ – is a mild slam try with club 

shortness.
d)pass and after a double a bid of 5♦ or 5♥ – is a cue bid and a serious 

slam try.
e)pass and after a double pass – means we didn’t know what to do after 5♣.

2.A direct bid:
a)5♠ – a shapely hand with club shortness without slam aspirations.
b)5♦ or 5♥ – shows a two-suited hand and invites slam.  Partner can 

easily evaluate if his points it with opener’s hand.
How does responder bid after opener makes a forcing pass?
a)5♠ is to play.
b)5♦ or 5♥ is a cue bid and a slam try.
Note, that responder denied club shortness (he could have Splintered) 

and responsibility for a club control now rests to a large degree on opener.
How to manage all this with different vulnerabilities (no one, both)?
What we need are simple rules.
Sequences that are forcing to game set up a forcing pass.  For example:

1.2 over one, if you play it forcing to game.
2.A Splinter, if it guarantees at least 12+PC.

There is one sequence which is the most common that should be thoro-
ughly discussed:  hearts against spades and spades against hearts.
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FORCING PASSES

SEQUENCE A
W N E S
1♥ 1♠ 2♥ 2♠
3♦ 3♠ 4♥ 4♠

pass

Most professional pairs agree that sequences that are invitational to 
game don’t create a forcing pass situation.  How this looks after partner 
accepts the invitation is not so clear.  

SEQUENCE B
W N E S
1♥ 1♠ 2♥ 3♠
4♦ 4♠ ?

Does a second suit shown at the four level set up a forcing pass?
We’re still talking here about equal vulnerability.
Some pairs see this as a forcing pass situation as described above, when 

either no trump or a cue bid has been bid. 

SEQUENCE C
W N E S
1♥ 1♠ 2♥ 3♠
?

3NT – not with the meaning of to play, but if NS bid 4♠ our passes are 
forcing.    

W N E S
1♥ 1♠ 2♥ 2♠
?

3♠ – “This is not a Splinter or a slam try but a bid which sets up a forcing 
pass.”  

Does the ive level change our approach to forcing passes?
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FORCING PASSES

SEQUENCE D
W N E S
1♠ 2♥ 3♥ 4♥
4♠ 5♥ ?

3♥ = invitational with a spade it.

Does the ive level require different rules for forcing passes?

These days a popular approach is one advocated by Michael Rosenberg.  
His correspondence with Krzysztof Martens on the subject of forcing pas-
ses is below. 

Most players, if they played without any agreements as to forcing passes 
at the four level or higher, would be in a better spot than what there is to-
day.  When a pass is undoubtedly forcing, it is never passed out.

The most common result of these agreements on forcing passes is that los-
ses of 4 or 5 imps can occur (or more, if they make overtricks) – with practical-
ly no bene its that offset these losses.  At least that’s how it looks in my expe-
rience from playing against the opponents I usually face (including experts).

It’s important to have agreements about forcing passes at low levels 
of bidding to know in which sequences it’s OK to pass, so you don’t miss a 
chance to penalize the opponents.

     Michael Rosenberg

Michael.
I agree that pairs who have been playing together 20 years or more can 

survive with zero agreements on forcing passes.  Without a common base 
of experience a partnership needs some kind of rules.

a) vulnerable against non-vulnerable opponents – pass is forcing
b) we’re white, they’re red – pass is never forcing, except speci ied positions 
c) a Splinter bid sets up a forcing pass situation

W N E S
1♥ 1♠ 3♠ 4♠
?

pass ‒ has to be forcing
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FORCING PASSES

Krzysztof,
Can you imagine bidding 3♠ after 1♥ - 1♠ - and then passing 4♠?  This is 

what I was talking about that there’s no need to have special agreements.  
Pass is forcing – it’s not something you have to agree on.

When it comes to “we’re red, they’re white” I completely disagree.  I be-
lieve it’s one of the greatest causes of losing 4+ imps and I don’t see any 
compensating bene it.  That’s at least from my experience.  Opponents have 
given me many occasions for a pick up (and teammates lost imps) using the 
rule that when “we’re red, they’re white”, pass is forcing.  Any advantage 
from this was rare (at the moment I can’t recall a single example). 

    Michael Rosenberg

To sum up, the forcing pass concept was developed to create cooperation 
between the partners when faced with a decision.  It’s hard to agree with 
Michael’s point of view – at championship events since 1980 there have 
been many deals when a pass was forcing with the intention of  “I don’t 
know what to do” and it helped in making the optimal decision.  

It’s also hard not to agree with Michael that the forcing pass situations at 
low levels of bidding are important. 

Probably not many partnerships have discussed this sequence:

SEQUENCE A
W N E S
1♣ 1NT dbl. 2X

3X
How high are EW pair passes forcing?
Some pros play them forcing to 2♥.
The next question:  is double from either hand penalty or takeout?

Brian Senior: Quite common in the UK is to play that double is T/O, with 
pass forcing over two of a minor but non-forcing over higher bids. However, 
once we have attempted to defend a doubled suit contract passes become 
forcing if the opposition try to run to somewhere else.
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FORCING PASSES

SEQUENCE B
W N E S
1♠ 2♥ pass pass

dbl. pass pass 3♦
?

Is opener’s pass forcing?

Brian Senior: Surely opener’s pass cannot be forcing. E/W may have no 
it to make a contract their way but neither have they promised the values 

to penalise the opposition. West’s reopening double did not guarantee extra 
values, while East’s penalty pass only promised heart tricks, not high cards. 
N/S may well hold the balance of the high-card strength.

The dif iculty in applying the concept of a forcing pass is that even if we 
agree on some rules depending on the vulnerability, strictly following such 
rules is not a good idea.  A player makes a decision from his table presence, 
his ability to evaluate the opponents and many other subtle facts that de-
termine if the decision will be the right one or not.
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Opatija 2014

European Team Championships.

♠ KJ
 None vul. ♥ KQ1096532
 Dealer West ♦ K9

♣ 10
♠ A963 N ♠ Q10542
♥ 7 W         E ♥ J
♦ A7 ♦ Q854
♣ AQJ754 S ♣ 832

♠ 87
♥ A84
♦ J10632
♣ K96

W
Kalita

N
De Wijs

E
Nowosadzki

S
Muller

1♣ 4♥ pass pass
dbl. pass 4♠ 5♥
pass pass dbl. pass...

Here, NS clearly bid to sacri ice in 5♥ and Kalita’s pass showed a good 
hand with shortness in the opponents suit.  Nowosadzki couldn’t count on 
being able to bid a makeable contract at the ive level, and sadly had to do-
uble. 

W
Verhees

N E
Van Prooijen

S

1♠ 4♥ 4♠ 5♥
dbl. pass...

1♠ - 11-15 PC, 4+♠ (Canape)
This sequence did not set up a forcing pass position.  4♠ by East didn’t 

promise anything other than a it for opener’s suit, based on some shape.  
Double meant simply, “I can set this.”

FORCING PASSES
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FORCING PASSES

Opatija 2014
European Team Championships.

♠ A7654
 Both vul. ♥ J965
 Dealer West ♦ 9

♣ 1098
♠ Q3 N ♠ 8
♥ 432 W         E ♥ AKQ1087
♦ 765 ♦ AQ842
♣ KQJ72 S ♣ 4

♠ KJ1092
♥ ‒
♦ KJ103
♣ A653

W
Padon

N
Jassem

E
Birman

S
Mazurkiewicz

pass pass 1♥ 1♠
2♥ 4♠ 5♦ dbl.
5♥ dbl. pass...

The Israeli pair made the right decision to bid on to 5♥, even though they 
seemingly had defensive values, since the shape between the NS hands 
made it possible to take as many as 11 tricks in spades. 

W N
O.Herbst

E S
I.Herbst

pass pass 1♥ 1♠
2♥ 4♠ 5♦ 5♠

pass pass 6♥ dbl.
pass...

Here, the actions of the NS pair – 5♠ rather than doubling 5♦ – led the 
opponents to make an error.  The pass of 5♠, in line with general rules 
as well as basic logic, was forcing, showing values useful for offense and 
suggesting bidding on.  With such values in clubs, it’s right to double.  It’s 
another matter that if declarer works out the distribution, he can make 5♠. 
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MICHAELS CUE BID 
A Michaels cue bid promises a two suiter, at least 5-5.  There’s no de ined 

point limit for this bid, but the vulnerability should always be taken into 
account.  

Our suggestion is to consider three variations:

1. Favorable vulnerability – no lower limit.  Common sense should preva-
il.  The better the shape the less strength is required.  Suit quality is also 
important.  Some pairs set an upper limit, that being a hand strong enough 
enough to double and then bid a suit.

2. At unfavorable vulnerability at least 10PC without an upper limit.
3. At equal vulnerability 10-15PC with a possible slight variation in 

strength.
Brian Senior: The lower limit should vary a little according to which 

suits the cuebid shows relative to the level of the cuebid itself.
1♠ - 2♠, hearts and a minor, requires a higher minimum than does 1♦ - 

2♦, both majors.
My own personal opinion is also that the minimum at No-one Vul. should 

be noticeably lower than at All Vul, 

What happens after a Michaels cue bid?

We need to have at our disposals bids that mean the following:
1. Forcing to game
2. Invitational with a it for the major or its in both minors
3. Sign off
4. Promising only a it.

Let’s look at a detailed analysis of particular situations:

SEQUENCE A
W N E S
1♥ 2♥ pass ?

2♥ – Michaels cue bid, 5+♠ i 5+ in a minor

MICHAELS CUE BID 
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- 2♠ – to play
- 2NT – asking for the minor, game forcing or preparing to sign off
- 3♣ – invitational with its in both minors
- 3♦ – invitational with a spade it
- 3♥ – game forcing with a spade it
- 3♠ – promising only a good it
- 3NT – to play
- 4♣ – preemptive, pass or correct
The role of weak and discouraging bids are played by 2♠ and 2NT (weak 

variant). 
We invite with 3♣ with its in the minors or 3♦ with a it in the major.
We force with 2NT and its in the minors or  cue bid of the opponent’s suit 

with a it in the major.
SEQUENCE B

W N E S
1♠ 2♠ pass ?

2♠ – Michaels cue bid - 5+♥ i 5+ in a minor
- 2NT – asking for the minor, forcing to game or preparing to sign off
- 3♣ – invitational with its in both minors
- 3♦ – invitational with a heart it
- 3♥ – only a it
- 3♠ – forcing to game with a heart it
- 3NT – to play
- 4♣ – preemptive, pass or correct
In this case the weak and discouraging bids are 3♥ and 2NT (weak va-

riant). 
SEQUENCE C

W N E S
1♣/♦ 2♦ pass ?

Now, we look at the most popular defensive bid with 5-5 in the majors, 2♦, 
also after a 1♣ opening.

MICHAELS CUE BID
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- 2♥/♠ – to play
- 2NT – forcing to game
- 3♣ – puppet to 3♦ – a good invitational bid with a it for one of the majors
- 3♥/♠ – promises only a it
- 3NT, 4♥/♠ – to play
It’s also possible to adopt an agreement that 3♣ is invitational to game in 

hearts, 3♦ invitational in spades.
Brian Senior: That looks better than the scheme above. Tell partner 

what is the trump suit immediately in case of further opposing bidding. 
Also, when our preferred suit is spades, we shut out a 3♦ bid from West - his 
actually bidding 3♦ of course means more than merely doubling our 3♦ bid.

In this case we have at our disposal bids that show:
1. Only a it – 3♥, 3♠
2. Forcing to game – 2NT
3. Invitational – 3♣
The situation is that much simpler, because the two suits are known at 

once.
Additionally:

W N E S
1♣/♦ 2♦ pass 3♣
pass 3♦(automatic) pass ?

- 3♥/♠ – invitational to game in the suit bid

W N E S
1♣/♦ 2♦ pass 2NT
pass ?

- 3♣ – maximum
- 3♦ – positive (not miniumum)
- 3♥ – 6♥-5♠, minimum
- 3♠ – 6♠-5♥, minimum
- 3NT – 5-5, minimum

MICHAELS CUE BID 
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SEQUENCE D
W N E S
1♥ 2♥ dbl. ?

What changes?
- pass – nothing to say
- 2♠ – a it, usually 3-card
- 2NT – transfer to 3♣ – “I have my own minor suit”
- 3♣ – pass or correct with a it for both minors
- redouble – a good hand without a spade it
The rest stays the same:
- 3♦ – invitational to 4♠
- 3♥ – forcing to game with a spade it
- 3♠ – promises only a good it

SEQUENCE E
W N E S
1♥ 2♥ 2♠ ?

2♠ – forcing to game with a heart it
The situation has changed.  We are in a defensive position.
What do we need?  Help in making a decision – what to do at high levels 

of bidding?
- 4♣/♦ – values with a spade it
- 3NT – a it in both minors
- double – lead directing, usually a doubleton spade honor
- 3♣/♦ – pass or correct, values only in one suit
- 2NT – a mild try with its in both minors 
- 3♠ – a mild try, suggests not leading a spade 
- 3♥,4♥ – a decent hand with a spade it

MICHAELS CUE BID
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SEQUENCE F
W N E S
1♥ 2♥ 2NT ?

2NT – invitational with a heart it
Brian Senior: Sequences E and F.  Rightly or wrongly, it is far more com-

mon for 2S to be played as invitational with hearts and 2NT GF with hearts. 
This has the advantage that, assuming no further opposition bidding, we 
have exactly the same methods available over 2NT as in an uncontested au-
ction. To change those methods for the speci ic auction where an opponent 
makes a Michaels Cuebid seems to me to be too much extra work for any but 
the most frequent and dedicated of partnerships.
- 3♣ – promises only a it for both minors
- 3♠ – promises only a it
- double – values, its in both minors, denies a spade it
We invite with:

1) a spade it – 3♥; these types of hands:

♠ K65 ♥ A42 ♦ 32 ♣ J10932
♠ Q654 ♥ QJ8 ♦ A6 ♣ 6542
♠ A43 ♥ Q106 ♦ J1032 ♣ K85

2) a it with both minors – 3NT; examples:

♠ 65 ♥ 1032 ♦ A754 ♣ K1096
♠ 3 ♥ 653 ♦ K7542 ♣ KQ85
♠ A ♥ 753 ♦ Q1083 ♣ Q7532

- 3♦ – forcing with a spade it – sets up a forcing pass situation; examples:
♠ AK5 ♥ A65 ♦ 32 ♣ J10543
♠ K1054 ♥ 6542 ♦ A3 ♣ K82
♠ KJ10 ♥ J106 ♦ AK542 ♣ K8

- 4♣/♦ – values with a spade it; examples:
♠ QJ106 ♥ 732 ♦ KQJ3 ♣ 75
♠ KQ82 ♥ 72 ♦ KJ103 ♣ 1086
♠ A652 ♥ 987 ♦ 54 ♣ AQJ6

MICHAELS CUE BID 
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- 4♠ – gambling – depends on the vulnerability, the strategic and tactical 
considerations; examples:

♠ KJ1062 ♥ 72 ♦ J653 ♣ Q8
♠ QJ103 ♥ 5 ♦ 106532 ♣ Q105
♠ AJ106 ♥ 7632 ♦ 10754 ♣ 6

SEQUENCE G
W N E S
1♥ 2♥ 3♣ ?

3♣ – natural, forcing or non-forcing

- 3♦,3♠ – promises only a it
- 3♥ – invitational with a spade it
- 4♣ – forcing with a spade it (sets up a forcing pass)
- 4♦,4♠ – gambling
- invitational with diamonds – 3NT (after a forcing 3♣)
- invitational with diamonds – double (if  3♣ was non-forcing), usually a 

3-card it

SEQUENCE H
W N E S
1♥ 2♥ 3♦ ?

3♦ – natural, forcing or non-forcing

- 3♠,4♣ – promises only a it
- 3♥ – invitational with a spade it
- 3NT – invitational with a club it 
- 4♦ – forcing with a spade it, sets up a forcing pass
- 4♠,5♣ – gambling
- double – values, denies a spade it, usually a 3-card club it

MICHAELS CUE BID
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MICHAELS CUE BID 

SEQUENCE I
W N E S
1♥ 2♥ 3♥ ?

- double – values without a spade it
- 3♠ – promises only a it
- 3NT, 5♣ – it for both minors
 - 4NT – a good hand for the minors, invitational
- 4♣/♦ – values with a spade it
- 4♥ – positive hand with a spade it, sets up a forcing pass
- 4♠ – gambling
- 5♦ – a good 7+ suit

Let’s look at some examples with two suits.
Limited strength… it seems that even with a big hand there’s an advan-

tage to showing a 5-5 shape at once, rather than starting with a double, 
since responder is warned that he can’t count on doubler having statistical 
support for his suits.  Take a look. 
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MICHAELS CUE BID

Lille 2012

Bridge Olympiad, the inal.

♠ 10654
 Both vul. ♥ 63
 Dealer East ♦ Q643

♣ 532
♠ Q72 N ♠ AKJ93
♥ Q105 W         E ♥ K98
♦ K105 ♦ 9872
♣ 10876 S ♣ J

♠ 8
♥ AJ742
♦ AJ
♣ AKQ94

W
Bertheau

N
Narkiewicz

E
Cullin

S
Buras

1♠ 2♠
pass 3♣ pass 3♠
pass 4♣ pass...

With his beautiful hand Buras showed restraint in the bidding, the con-
tract ended up one off.

W N
Ahlesved

E S
Petersson

1♠ dbl.
2♠ pass pass dbl.

pass 2NT pass 3♣
pass 3♦ pass...

The Swedish pair stopped lower, but they played in a worse suit – down 
four and 7 IMPs for Poland.
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MICHAELS CUE BID 

Here, on the other hand, we see the weakness of the traditional version 
of the Michaels cue bid, when the minor suit is unknown.  In contested au-
ctions when it isn’t possible to ind out overcaller’s suit, not having this 
information can have fatal consequences, especially when the two hands 
have a double it.

Beijing 2008

Bridge Olympiad, the semi- inals.

Knowing the opponents’ bidding style can frequently pay off.  Look at 
this example…

♠ 86542
 Both vul. ♥ J8
 Dealer East ♦ 1072

♣ A84
♠ 3 N ♠ J9
♥ AQ972 W         E ♥ 654
♦ A9863 ♦ KQJ54
♣ J7 S ♣ K103

♠ AKQ107
♥ K103
♦ ‒
♣ Q9652

W
Versace

N
Helness

E
Lauria

S
Helgemo

pass 1♠
3♣1) 3♠ 4♥ 4♠
pass pass 5♦ pass...

1)3♣ = Ghestem two-suiter – hearts and diamonds
Italian pairs prefer two-suited overcalls in which both suits are known 

at once.  In this case, knowing the two suits led to an excellent sacri ice in 
diamonds.
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MICHAELS CUE BID

W
Groetheim

N E
Tundal

S

1♦ 3♣1)

3♥ 4♠ pass pass
5♦ pass...

1)3♣ = spades and clubs
W

Townsend
N E

Gold
S

pass 1♠
2♠1) 4♠ 5♦ 5♥
pass 5♠ pass...

1)2♠ = spades and clubs
W

Kirmse
N

Ju.Hackett
E

Gromoeller
S

Ja.Hackett
pass 1♠

2♠1) 3♠ 4♥ 4♠
pass...

1)2♠ = spades and either minor
Gold knew his partner’s suits and had no problem making a decision.
Gromoeller was afraid that his partner had clubs and that a sacri ice 

wouldn’t be pro itable.
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MICHAELS CUE BID 

We see a similar problem in the next hand:
Sao Paulo 2009

Bermuda Bowl, the inal.

♠ 6
 Love all ♥ QJ1095
 Dealer East ♦ Q2

♣ AKJ94
♠ AK1073 N ♠ 9842
♥ A82 W         E ♥ 743
♦ KJ3 ♦ A8754
♣ 76 S ♣ 2

♠ QJ5
♥ K6
♦ 1096
♣ Q10853

W
Zia

N E
Hamman

S

pass pass
1NT 2♥ pass pass
2♠ pass 3♠ pass...
W

Versace
N

Rodwell
E

Lauria
S

Meckstroth
pass pass

1♠ 3♣1) 4♠ 5♣
dbl. pass...

1)3♣ = hearts and clubs, 5+-5+.
Knowing about both suits led to a sacri ice, this time against an unma-

keable game.
The advantage of the Italian approach can be seen from these examples.
What are the disadvantages?  The opponents also have this information 

and as a result can better evaluate their own shape and position of honors.
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When it comes to bidding techniques, knowledge of the two known suits 
can be used to make a Splinter bid as a weak or strong slam invite.

 Let’s look again at the sequence after Helgemo’s 1♠ opening and Ver-
sace’s jump to 3♣, showing a diamond-heart twosuiter.  What options did 
Helness have?

W
Versace

N
Helness

E
Lauria

S
Helgemo

pass 1♠
3♣1) ?

1)3♣ = hearts and diamonds, 5-5 
- 3♦ – invitational with a it
- 3♥ – forcing to game with a it
- 3♠ – competitive
- 4♦/♥ – Splinter
It’s dif icult to tell how often knowing partner’s second suit will be useful 

for the partnership.  It’s clear that full information creates many new bid-
ding opportunities for us as well as the opponents.

Which approach is better?  After playing many hands in which we didn’t 
know partner’s second suit, we have the impression that it didn’t cost any-
thing.  Because of tactical considerations, partner sometimes showed the 
second suit a bit later in a contested auction, but then it was clear that a bid 
was made so that our side could pro it. 

Brian Senior: Another disadvantage is that a separate bid has to be used 
to show the other major/minor combination.
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Two-suited overcalls often start a contested sequence with both sides 
actively bidding and then the established agreements run out.  Now, it be-
comes a question of a factor that we refer to as the bidding culture – the 
ability to ind bids which accurately tell partner the potential of our hand 
and make it possible to make optimal decisions at high levels of bidding. 

Veldhoven 2011

Bermuda Bowl, the semi- inals.

♠ 82
 Both vul. ♥ KJ10975
 Dealer South ♦ A9742

♣ ‒
♠ AQJ107 N ♠ K9654
♥ A8 W         E ♥ 3
♦ 1085 ♦ KQ
♣ KJ5 S ♣ 97643

♠ 3
♥ Q642
♦ J63
♣ AQ1082

W
Versace

N
Drijver

E
Lauria

S
Brink
pass

1♠ 2♠1) 3♥ 4♣
dbl. 4♥ 4♠ pas
pas 4NT 5♦ dbl.
5♠ pass pass dbl.

pass...
1)2♠ = hearts and diamonds

The bidding went slowly and each player revealed the potential of his 
hand.

The inal result was bad luck for the Dutch pair.  Because of the favorable 
club layout (no way to get a ruff) and a favorable location of club honors, 
making 5♠ wasn’t particularly dif icult.
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W
De Wijs

N
Bocchi

E
Muller

S
Madala

pass
1♠ 2NT1) 4♠ 4NT

pass 5♦ pass 5♥
pass...

1)2NT = hearts and diamonds

Muller somewhat camou laged the potential of his hand. He opted for 
speed. This time the lack of cooperation was a detriment. De Wijs didn’t 
have a reason to bid on. 

Madala’s 4NT bid in light of his later pull to 5♥ showed full defensive va-
lues.

The same deal was also handled interestingly in the semi- inals of the 
Venice Cup: 

W
V.Bessis

N
Pasman

E
D’Ovidio

S
Simons

pass
1♠ 2♥ 4♥ pass
4♠ pass...

A classic example of a tactical Splinter, which shows the best potential 
of the East hand.  Within this context a potential double by South of 4♥ 
should alert partner to a suggestion of defending at the ive level.  Simons, 
however, chose a passive stance.      We can sometimes see a new philosophy 
amongst professionals – being active at any cost – at favorable vulnerabili-
ty, shape alone is enough to attack.  Partner’s responsibility is to igure out 
how strong we are from the opponents’ bidding.
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Verona 2006

Rosenblum Cup, the inal.

♠ KQJ3
 EW vuln. ♥ A2
 Dealer East ♦ 2

♣ AJ8763
♠ A108 N ♠ 97652
♥ K8 W         E ♥ Q105
♦ Q753 ♦ AKJ
♣ Q952 S ♣ K4

♠ 4
♥ J97643
♦ 109864
♣ 10

W
Helgemo

N
Lindkvist

E
Helness

S
Fredin

1♠ 3♣1)

3♥2) pass 3♠ pass...
1)3♣ = hearts and diamonds 
2)3♥= invitational spade raise

W
Nystrom

N
Sontag

E
Bertheau

S
Bates

1NT pass
3NT dbl. pass pass
rdbl. pass 4♦ pass...

Sontag made the right move with an effective double for a spade lead (not 
standard).  Nystrom’s redouble showed doubt, which Bertheau also had, so 
he ran to 4♦.  It’s a wonder why Bates didn’t double.

At the other table Fredin’s bid made it possible for EW to gauge the 
strength of their hands and they were warned about bad suit breaks, which 
allowed them to stop in a partscore.
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BIDDING CULTURE 
What can we understand by the term bidding culture?  A lot could be 

written on this topic.  The most important is the clarity of intentions, le-
aving many paths open, using whatever available bidding options there are, 
anticipating partner’s potential problems, and the precise exchange of in-
formation.  These are the features that we should use to assess partnership 
sequences as having a high standard of bidding culture. 

There’s a high standard of bidding culture in the French style.  This is 
often at the cost of camou laging information, which sometimes leads to a 
loss.  We should assess the cost of being able to address a situation in which 
an intelligent bid is needed.

What we have in mind here on the subject of bidding culture you can 
see in these excellent examples of classic natural bidding used in contested 
auctions.  
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In the deal below at one table the NS pair gave their opponents a bit more 
room and didn’t make it dif icult for them to get to the optimal contract.  At 
the other table there was a lack of exactly what we’ve been talking about – 
bidding culture.

Beijing 2007

Bermuda Bowl, the inals.

♠ J73
 EW vuln. ♥ QJ832
 Dealer West ♦ AK107

♣ 8
♠ 6 N ♠ AQ1054
♥ K104 W         E ♥ 76
♦ 43 ♦ QJ9
♣ AKQ10652 S ♣ J73

♠ K982
♥ A95
♦ 8652
♣ 94

W
Brogeland

N
Rosenberg

E
Saelensminde

S
Zia

1♣ 1♥ dbl.1) 2♥
3♣ pass 3♥ dbl.

3NT pass...
1)dbl. = spades.

W
Katz

N
Tundal

E
Jacobs

S
Groetheim

1♣ 1♥ dbl.1) 2♥
3♣ 3♥ 4♣ pass...

1)dbl. = spades.

Rosenberg’s passive bidding made it easier for the Norwegians.  Saelens-
minde had room to ask for a heart stopper (3♥), which led to the optimal 
contract of 3NT. 

BIDDING CULTURE
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At the other table Tundal took this bid away from Jacobs.  Of course the 
role of a stopper ask can be ful illed by a double.  This is just one of the solu-
tions which make up a collection of what is known as bidding culture.  East 
decided not to double and we can’t tell if he even considered it.  He took the 
simple road of just raising partner.       

BIDDING CULTURE
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Sao Paulo 2009

Bermuda Bowl, the quarter- inals.

♠ Q9652
 NS vuln. ♥ A3
 Dealer East ♦ 9

♣ K9765
♠ J108 N ♠ AK3
♥ K82 W         E ♥ J75
♦ KQ872 ♦ AJ6543
♣ A10 S ♣ 2

♠ 74
♥ Q10964
♦ 10
♣ QJ843

W
Rodwell

N
Drijver

E
Meckstroth

S
Brink

1♦1) 1♥
2♦ dbl. 2♥ pass

3NT pass...
1)1♦ = Precision, minimum balanced or natural.

W
Bakkeren

N
Nickell

E
Bertens

S
Katz

1♦ pass
2♣ pass 2♦ pass
3♦ pass 3♠ pass

3NT pass 4♣ pass
4♦ pass 4♠ pass
5♣ pass 5♦ pass...

The Dutch pair took their bidding very seriously on this board.  Their 
opening bid of 1♦ (11-21 PC, 4+♦) has a much broader range of hands than 
in Meckstroth and Rodwell’s system.  Making a slam try led to a much wor-
se contract of 5♦.  Katz decided on an attacking lead in hearts and 400 for 
EW.  A one IMP loss. 
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The next deal shows how important hand evaluation is.  It’s an example 
that painfully illustrates the fact you can’t blindly apply conventions, that 
getting away from a common sense approach can have tragic results.  This 
kind of basic lesson is another element that makes up bidding culture.

Sao Paulo 2009

Bermuda Bowl, the quarter- inals.

♠ J7
 Both vuln. ♥ KQ109
 Dealer South ♦ K109843

♣ J
♠ A N ♠ KQ9865
♥ A4 W         E ♥ 72
♦ QJ ♦ A752
♣ A10987652 S ♣ Q

♠ 10432
♥ J8653
♦ 6
♣ K43

W
Karaivanov

N E
Trenda ilov

S

pass
2♣1) 2♦ 3♥ pass

3♠(?) pass 4♦ pass
4♥ pass 4♠ pass
5♣ pass 6♠ pass...

1)2♣ = Precision.

Transfers in contested auctions give you a lot more lexibility, creating 
additional possibilities.  You have to realize, however, that the rules of good 
natural bidding in transfer situations are even more appropriate.  In this 
mysterious auction 3♥ was a transfer to spades.  Karaivanov accepted the 
transfer with a singleton, concealing the 8-card club suit, which led to di-
saster.
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Here, on the other hand you can see how to make partner’s life easier.

Veldhoven 2011

Bermuda Bowl, the quarter- inals.

♠ 108
 Love all ♥ Q953
 Dealer South ♦ 8742

♣ Q83
♠ 974 N ♠ AJ532
♥ AK1086 W         E ♥ 72
♦ KQJ3 ♦ A65
♣ 7 S ♣ 642

♠ KQ6
♥ J4
♦ 109
♣ AKJ1095

W
De Wijs

N
Jorgensen

E
Muller

S
Einarsson

1♣
1♥ pass 1♠ 2♣
dbl. 3♣ dbl. pass
4♣ pass 4♠ pass...

Nice, cooperative bidding.  Good use of the double as a it showing do-
uble and a double showing extra values and then the 4♣ bid anticipating 
partner’s dilemma and saying, “I can play anything, and by the way I have 
shortness.”

The last deal of this chapter shows how players of the highest calibre 
know how to squeeze every last bit of potential out of a bidding position.  
That’s because they use a bidding culture that is, of course, of the highest 
category.
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Veldhoven 2011

Bermuda Bowl, the semi- inals.
♠ 872

 Love all ♥ 97643
 Dealer South ♦ J9

♣ A102
♠ AKJ54 N ♠ 963
♥ 5 W         E ♥ KQJ
♦ 32 ♦ A1085
♣ KJ943 S ♣ Q86

♠ Q10
♥ A1082
♦ KQ764
♣ 75

W
Brink

N
Bocchi

E
Drijver

S
Madala

1♦
1♠ pass 2♦ pass
3♣ pass 4♠ pass...

W
Versace

N
Van Prooijen

E
Lauria

S
Verhees

1♥
2♥1) 3♥ dbl. pass
4♥ pass 4♠ pass...

1)2♥ = spades and clubs.
What is interesting about this run of the mill game in spades?  Depending 

on the lead it mades 10 or 11 tricks.  Just take a look at how Versace was 
protecting the auction to play spades from the right hand.  In this way he 
was assured of protecting his partners honor cards in the red suits from 
being led through at trick one.

On this particular deal North could probably have come up with an attac-
king lead.  From South’s position it was easy to lead a diamond, but in this 
concrete case you can’t deny that West had the right approach to the auction. 
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This chapter shows how the tactics players use can complicate life for the 
opponents by creating doubt or a false picture of the deal.  

On dynamic deals with a lot of distribution the tactics used can often 
bring about shocking results.  Sometimes we make our lives easier, someti-
mes we do it for the opponents.  And sometimes we provoke the opponents 
into making a losing decision.  In general, we can make a distinction be-
tween a couple of different options – either we bid according to our system, 
or we create the illusion of strength or of weakness.  Depending on the tac-
tics used the effect can be completely different.

We will show you a few examples.
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Chennai 2015

Bermuda Bowl, the quarter- inal.
Match England - USA 1

 Board 43 ♠ K963
 Love all ♥ J653
 Dealer South ♦ J10

♣ K85
♠ QJ8 N ♠ A4
♥ 94 W         E ♥ 872
♦ AQ8642 ♦ K973
♣ A6 S ♣ QJ94

♠ 10752
♥ AKQ10
♦ 5
♣ 10732

W
Meckstroth

N
Robson

E
Rodwell

S
Forrester

pass
1NT pass 3NT pass...

To the question – Speed or precision?  Meckwell always answer:  Speed!
And success ‒ lead of ♠3 ducked to the queen and 9 tricks.

W
Ja.Hackett

N
Levin

E
Ju.Hackett

S
Weinstein

pass
1♦ pass 2♦ 2♥
2♠ 3♥ pass pass
4♦ pass 5♦ pass...

At the other table Steve answered the question:  Correctness?  (a passed
-hand double with a 4414 shape) or Effectiveness (2♥ - for the lead).

The perfect approach to the hand by the American team at both tables. 
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Lille 2012

Bridge Olympiad, the semi- inals.
♠ J108

 EW vul. ♥ J972
 Dealer East ♦ J9

♣ 10872
♠ 42 N ♠ K7
♥ A43 W         E ♥ KQ1065
♦ Q103 ♦ 8754
♣ KQ965 S ♣ A3

♠ AQ9653
♥ 8
♦ AK62
♣ J4

W
Helgemo

N
Cullin

E
Helness

S
Bertheau

1♥ 1♠
2♣ pass 2♦ pass
4♥ pass...

Helgemo had enough to make a forcing bid in a new suit.  Then, when Hel-
ness bid diamonds, this devalued South’s hand so much, and knowing that 
partner had at most 3PC, he didn’t bid a second time, even though he could 
have done so at the two level. 

Brian Senior: I do not see how East’s 2♦ rebid devalue’s the South hand 
‚so much’.

W
Nystrom

N E
Cullin

S

1♥ 1♠
2♠ pass 3♥ dbl.

pass 3♠ pass...

At this table the Swede evaluated the West hand as invitational with a 
it, and South, who didn’t know that his partner could be that weak, wasn’t 

TACTICS
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afraid to push to the three level.  Without help the NS pair didn’t have a 
reason to get to game.

W
Buras

N
Garvey

E
Narkiewicz

S
Carroll

1♥ 1♠
2NT pass 3♥ dbl.
rdbl. pass 4♥ pass...

2NT ‒ invitational with heart it
At this table the bidding was the same until 3♥.  Buras showed a maxi-

mum for his invitational bid with a redouble.  Garvey passed (?),  Narkie-
wicz put himself in game and South had already shown his strength.

W
McGann

N E
Hanlon

S

1♥ 1♠
4♥ pass pass dbl.

pass 4♠ pass pass
dbl. pass...

Here Hanlon-McGann acted like pure bred poker players.  The 4♥ bid 
pushed the opponents up against a wall (their system helped, since playing 
a strong club the 1♥ bid was limited to 15 PC and McGann could afford to 
jump to game without worrying about missing a slam).  You have to admit 
that it was a bit unlucky that they had to pay a heavy price.  With his excel-
lent hand, South didn’t pass and followed with a double, which must have 
shown a hand that was good for making a game as well as having defensive 
tricks.  North didn’t have any defense against the opponents’ game and pul-
led to his partner’s suit with 4♠.  McGann showed by doubling that he had a 
real hand for his game bid of 4♥, but the contract was cold.
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Here, you see that the gender issue in bridge is just beginning.  In the 
open inal the West players at both tables wanted to make life as dif icult 
as possible for the opponents.  In the women’s inal the tactics used by the 
West players were completely different.

Lille 2012

Bridge Olympiad, the inal.
♠ A864

 Both vul. ♥ K52
 Dealer East ♦ AKQ7

♣ AJ
♠ ‒ N ♠ J10975
♥ AJ8 W         E ♥ 1093
♦ J865432 ♦ 10
♣ K93 S ♣ Q865

♠ KQ32
♥ Q764
♦ 9
♣ 10742

W
Żak

Nystrom

N
Ahlesved

E
Zaremba
Upmark

S
Petersson

pass pass
3♦ 3NT pass...

Both Wests opened with a very non-standard bid – a preempt with a jack 
high suit and a lot of defense in the side suits.  This was suicide. 

The result of the opening bid was that the opponents didn’t have a way to 
ind a 4-4 spade it, which for them was very fortunate.  3NT made and 4♠ 

was not only unmakeable, but it could have easily ended in a painful double.

TACTICS
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At the woman teams inal both West players opened on 1 level:

W
Chubarova

N
Senior

E
Vorobeychikova

S
Dhondy

pass pass
1♦ dbl. pass 1♠
2♦ 2NT pass 3♥

pass 4♠ dbl. pass...
W

Stockdale
N

Gulevich
E

Brown
S

Khonicheva
pass pass

1♦ dbl. pass 1♥
pass 1NT pass 3♦
pass 3♠ pass 4♠

pass...

In the open match the board was a push.  In the Women’s match both NS 
pairs got to the same game, but Fiona Brown made a conservative pass of 
4♠, while the Russian wasn’t particularly afraid and doubled.

TACTICS
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“The ive level belongs to the opponents” – does this saying still have 
proponents in times like these?

Lille 2012

Bridge Olympiad, the inal.
♠ AQ842

 Both vul. ♥ ‒
 Dealer North ♦ Q9632

♣ A62
♠ K1096 N ♠ 5
♥ KJ1064 W         E ♥ Q87532
♦ A5 ♦ 10
♣ K3 S ♣ QJ854

♠ J73
♥ A9
♦ KJ874
♣ 1097

W
Nystrom

N E
Upmark

S

1♠ pass 2♠
3♥ 4♦ 5♥ 5♠
dbl. pass...

W
Żak

N
Ahlesved

E
Zaremba

S
Petersson

1♠ pass 2♥1)

dbl. 4♠ 5♥ pass
pass dbl. pass...

1)2♥ = 7-15 PC with a spade it (if only a 3-card it, then 9+PC)

At both tables the West players showed hearts.  Nystrom wasn’t afraid 
to do it at the three level!  Their partners with a big it and 6-5 shape we-
ren’t afraid to go to the 5 level.  However, Ahlesved’s tactics of jumping to 
game without cooperation from partner didn’t tempt South to overbid.  At 
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the other table, North brought his partner into the picture, and it’s hard to 
blame South for going on to 5♠ with a double it.

Again in the women’s match the hand evaluation from West’s point of 
view was completely different from that seen above – they were never even 
in the auction.  

W
Chubarova

N
Senior

E
Vorobeychikova

S
Dhondy

1♠ pass 2♠
pass 3♦ pass 4♦
pass 4♠ pass...

W
Stockdale

N
Gulevich

E
Brown

S
Khonicheva

1♠ pass 2♠
pass 4♠ pass...
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This deal was very painful for Poland, but it deserves to be shown.  In any 
case the Swede got an IBPA award in 2012 for this board.

Lille 2012

Bridge Olympiad, the inal.
♠ AQ875

 EW vul. ♥ 107
 Dealer East ♦ Q2

♣ J654
♠ ‒ N ♠ 109
♥ J932 W         E ♥ AKQ854
♦ AJ9 ♦ 65
♣ AK10973 S ♣ Q82

♠ KJ6432
♥ 6
♦ K108743
♣ ‒

W
Bertheau

N
Narkiewicz

E
Cullin

S
Buras

2♥ 4♦
4♥ 5♠ pass pass
6♥ 6♠ pass pass
7♥ dbl. pass...

2♥ = 10-13 PC, 6+♥,
4♦ = Leaping Michaels, diamonds and spades.

Look at the tactics Bertheau used.  After his partner’s opening there was 
only one problem from his hand – whether to bid a small slam or a grand.  
It’s easy to imagine the double it and the fact that the favorable vulnerabi-
lity makes it a cheap sacri ice for the opponents, maybe even going off less 
than the score for a game.  He guided the auction then to a game of taking 
the push, which killed the Poles sitting NS.   
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In contested auctions we rarely make a decision with a high probability 
of success from the clues available.  Much more often we have to deal with 
uncertainty as well as risk.

We can make solo decisions or decisions with partner’s cooperation.  
Solo decisions by nature are shrouded in greater risk.  Bidding with astute 
cooperation within the partnership and an exchange of information leads 
to a joint decision in most situations.  It’s a good idea to have a large number 
of supportive agreements that are easy to remember and also foster coope-
ration.  What’s needed are precise agreements regarding when a pass is 
forcing, in what situations a redouble shows strength and to what degree a 
double is penalty, etc.

Even with the same clues the decisions made by different players can be 
drastically different.  That’s usually because of differences in temperament 
or different hand evaluation.
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In this deal we again see a frequent theme – different decisions taken in 
the same situation.

Estoril 2005
Bermuda Bowl, the quarter- inals.

♠ ‒
 NS vul. ♥ 95
 Dealer North ♦ AKJ765

♣ AJ965
♠ 10652 N ♠ AQJ74
♥ J7432 W         E ♥ A6
♦ 8 ♦ 32
♣ K82 S ♣ 10743

♠ K983
♥ KQ108
♦ Q1094
♣ Q

W
Palazzo

N
Moss

E
Fornasari

S
Gitelman

1♦ 1♠ dbl.
3♠ 5♣ pass 6♦

pass...

W
Hampson

N
Madala

E
Greco

S
Lambardi

1♦ 1♠ dbl.
3♠ 5♣ pass 5♦

pass...

In similar situations two players made different decisions.  Can you 
blame Lambardi for his pessimism?  It is very often a result of the style of 
play in the partnership and knowing how partner behaves in comparable 
situations, and a reluctance for taking responsibility for the fate of the 
board.
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Beijing 2008
Bridge Olympiad, the semi- inals.

♠ K863
 Love all ♥ Q10
 Dealer North ♦ AK7

♣ J975
♠ QJ54 N ♠ A10972
♥ AJ8 W         E ♥ 97543
♦ QJ43 ♦ 98
♣ 108 S ♣ K

♠ ‒
♥ K62
♦ 10652
♣ AQ6432

W
Groetheim

N
Lauria

E
Tundal

S
Versace

1♣ 1♠ 3♠
4♠ 5♣ pass...
W N

Molberg
E S

Aa
1♣ 1♠ 3♠

4♠ dbl. pass...
In many positions, Italian pairs use Splinters to show a void. 
In any case both players sitting North could expect partner to have a void 

after the opponent’s action (3♠-4♠).
Lauria’s hand evaluation is interesting.  Most players when asked, do-

ubled 4♠ , similarly to Molberg.  Lorenzo took a completely different deci-
sion – by himself he bid 5♣.

There was even a third option – the forcing pass – which would have 
made a cooperative decision possible.  In this deal with a spade void and 
a 6-card it for the opening suit, South would certainly not have had any 
doubt that it was better to take the push.

The question posed at the outset of which is better for making decisions 
“Together or solo?” usually has a signi icant impact on the inal result.
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Beijing 2008
Bridge Olympiad, the semi- inals.

♠ KJ732
 Both vul. ♥ 1087
 Dealer South ♦ 107

♣ J73
♠ Q N ♠ 5
♥ K954 W         E ♥ AQ3
♦ KQJ93 ♦ A6542
♣ K108 S ♣ Q652

♠ A109864
♥ J62
♦ 8
♣ A94

W
Groetheim

N
Sementa

E
Tundal

S
Duboin

pass
1♦ 1♠ 2♣1) 4♦
5♦ pass...

1)2♣ = a good (11+HCP) diamond raise.

W N
Helness

E S
Helgemo

2♠
dbl. 4♠ 4NT dbl.
5♦ pass...

W
Kirmse

N
Gold

E
Gromoeller

S
Townsend

pass
1♦ pass 3♠ dbl.

pass pass 4♦ pass
5♦ pass...
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W
Malinowski

N E
Sandqvist

S

pass
1♦ 1♠ 3♠ 4♠

pass pass 5♦ 5♠
dbl. pass...

It’s surprising that in this day and age of activeness that only one out 
of four players decided to open with a weak two in irst seat (depending 
on which system they played ‒ 2♠ or 2♦).  Do we still adhere to the rule of 
good old times that a preemptive opening shouldn’t have two aces?   Duboin 
showed the potential of his hand with one bid – a 4♦ Splinter – and then he 
respected partner’s decision.
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Starting the bidding with cooperation, especially in Goulash-like hands, 
can be a double-edged sword, especially if it starts at a low level.  

Look at this example:

Beijing 2008
Bridge Olympiad, the inal.

♠ 75
 NS vul. ♥ KQJ876
 Dealer East ♦ A8

♣ J53
♠ Q10942 N ♠ AKJ86
♥ 3 W         E ♥ 104
♦ KQ7432 ♦ 1096
♣ 2 S ♣ K106

♠ 3
♥ A952
♦ J5
♣ AQ9874

W
Versace

N
Gold

E
Lauria

S
Townsend

1♠ 2♣
3NT 4♥ pass pass
4♠ pass pass 5♥
5♠ dbl. pass

W
Ja.Hackett

N
Sementa

E
Ju.Hackett

S
Duboin

1♠ 2♣
3♦ 3♥ 4♠ 5♥
5♠ 6♥ 6♠ dbl.

pass...

Different conventions were used at both tables.  The mysterious 3NT and 
the it showing jump.

Both had the same disadvantage – letting North into the auction at a re-
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latively low level.
In the women’s inal of the Olympiad after an opening 1♠ and a 2♣ over-

call, both women sitting West jumpted to 4♠, making the situation much 
more dif icult for North.

Can you call these actions decisions?  Decidedly yes. Versace and Jason 
Hackett opted for cooperation in the bidding and the women preferred ca-
mou lage. 
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   Sometimes the correctness of a decision can be evaluated only after 
looking at all four hands.

Philadelphia 2010
Rosenblum Cup, the semi- inals.

♠ KQ94
 NS vul. ♥ Q10872
 Dealer East ♦ A103

♣ 4
♠ A82 N ♠ 6
♥ 93 W         E ♥ AKJ654
♦ 8764 ♦ 95
♣ K872 S ♣ A1063

♠ J10753
♥ ‒
♦ KQJ2
♣ QJ95

W
Hampson

N E
Greco

S

1♥ 1♠
dbl. 2NT 4♣ 4♠
5♣ pass pass dbl.

pass...

W
Helgemo

N
Gitelman

E
Helness

S
Moss

1♥ 1♠
dbl. 4♠ 4NT pass
5♣ pass pass dbl.

pass...

W
Cohen

N
Hamman

E
Wolfson

S
Zia

1♥ 1♠
dbl. 4♠ dbl. pass...
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W
Rodwell

N
Rosenberg

E
Meckstroth

S
Willenken

1♥ dbl.
2♥ 3♠ pass 4♠

pass...

It’s often hard to tell if we’ve made the right decisions even after looking 
at both hands.  Everything depends on the distribution of the opponents’ 
cards.

A 5♣ contract in sacri ice of 4♠ looks ridiculous at irst glance.
We have 5 quick defensive tricks if the opponents play the hand, but the 

5-0 heart break and 4-1 club break means that 4♠ can be made any number 
of ways and 5♣ goes down only(!!) 500 (favorable vulnerability).

Can we say that one of the players made a mistake?  De initely not!
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DECISIONS

The luck of the draw and the bidding determined how the players would 
act.    The Culbertson rule of “two and three” went by the wayside a long 
time ago.  Such a conservative approach is clearly a losing tactic today.

Philadelphia 2010
Rosenblum Cup, the inal.

♠ QJ106543
 Both vul. ♥ 2
 Dealer East ♦ Q3

♣ A63
♠ 9 N ♠ K2
♥ Q10854 W         E ♥ AJ73
♦ K109875 ♦ 62
♣ 2 S ♣ KQ1087

♠ A87
♥ K96
♦ AJ4
♣ J954

W
Rodwell

N
Moss

E
Meckstroth

S
Gitelman

1♦ pass
1♥ 2♠ 3♥ 3♠
4♥ 4♠ dbl. pass...

W
Hampson

N
Hamman

E
Greco

S
Zia

1NT pass
2♦ 2♠ 3♥ 4♠
5♥ pass pass dbl.

pass...

The passiveness of Moss and Hamman let East come into the bidding 
(3♥).

A more targeted jump to 3♠ would have put West in a more dif icult po-
sition:
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W N E S
1♦ pass

1♥ 3♠ pass 4♠
?

W N E S
1NT pass

2♦ 3♠ pass 4♠
?

You have to admit that after a 1NT opening it would have been easier for 
Hampson to bid than for Rodwell after a 1♦ Precision opening.
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In the ight for the contract, falling into the rhythm of the auction often 
leads to a result that, to an outside observer, looks like a simple mistake 
rather than the result of the actions at the table. 

Sao Paulo 2009
Bermuda Bowl, the semi- inals.

♠ 7652
 Both vul. ♥ J74
 Dealer South ♦ AK106

♣ J10
♠ J93 N ♠ 4
♥ 83 W         E ♥ AKQ52
♦ 843 ♦ Q9
♣ AK742 S ♣ Q9863

♠ AKQ108
♥ 1096
♦ J752
♣ 5

W
Versace

N
Stefanov

E
Lauria

S
Aronov

1♠
pass 3♥1) 3♠ dbl.
pass pass 4♣ pass
5♣ dbl. pass...

1)3♥ = invitational with a 3-card it.
The 3♥ bid as invitational with a it has one huge disadvantage that prec-

ludes this approach from use – it doesn’t leave room for a conditional accep-
tance of the invitation. 

Lauria took advantage of the opportunity to show his shape 5+♥ - 5+ 
minor.

From a theoretical point of view Aronov made a mistake by letting the 
Italians show their minor suit at the four level.  In practice, however,  4♠ wo-
uld have been down two or three (promoting the jack of spades would still 
leave declarer with a guess in diamonds), while 5♣ was down one.
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W
Danailov

N E
Karakolev

S

2♠1)

pass 4♠ 4NT dbl.
5♣ dbl. pass...

1)2♠ = 10-13 PC, 5+♠, unbalanced hand.
At the other table the Italians quickly got to game in spades leaving Ka-

rakolev with a decision “to bid or not to bid?” The active approach won out.
W

Rodwell
N

Fu
E

Meckstroth
S

Zhao
1♠

pass 2♠ 3♥ pass
pass 3♠ pass...

The Chinese bid quietly.  Fu decided to raise only to 2♠, and then he took 
the push to the three level.

W
Dai

N
Hamman

E
Yang

S
Zia
1♠

pass 3♠ 4♥ pass
pass dbl. pass...

Hamman had in his system the conservative bid of  3♠ as invitational, 
which has the same law as the Bulgarians 3♥ – it doesn’t let you check if 
the invitation is minimum or maximum.  This forced Yang to take desperate 
action, which thanks to the 3-3 split worked out. 

This is a very dif icult deal for this style of bidding.  No one knew any-
thing and the inal result depended on the luck of the draw.
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“Don’t bid the same thing twice” is a rule that even the best forget, lo-
oking at the examples above of falling into the rhythm of the auction.

Sao Paulo 2009
Bermuda Bowl, the inal.

♠ 1082
 Both vul. ♥ J
 Dealer East ♦ 854

♣ AJ10854
♠ 943 N ♠ KJ5
♥ AQ86 W         E ♥ K109742
♦ J1062 ♦ A3
♣ 97 S ♣ K2

♠ AQ76
♥ 53
♦ KQ97
♣ Q63

W
Duboin

N
Hamman

E
Sementa

S
Zia

1♥ dbl.
3♦ 4♣ 4♥ 5♣

pass pass dbl. pass...

W
Rodwell

N
Lauria

E
Meckstroth

S
Versace

1♥ dbl.
3♦ 4♣ 4♥ pass...

Can we call Zia’s 5♣ bid a bad decision?  In our opinion, de initely yes.  
This is a typical example of being too active – activeness without any re-
ason.  Zia made a takeout double and he didn’t have anything more to say 
– he had neither more strength nor more shape than he promised.  His part-
ner’s bidding clubs didn’t change anything.  

Versace demonstrated the philosophy of disciplined bidding and he ga-
ined a well deserved 7 IMPs.
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Philadelphia 2010
Rosenblum Cup, the inal.

♠ K86
 Love all ♥ AJ106
 Dealer West ♦ Q53

♣ 986
♠ Q1097532 N ♠ A
♥ K932 W         E ♥ 8754
♦ 2 ♦ K874
♣ K S ♣ J1042

♠ J4
♥ Q
♦ AJ1096
♣ AQ753

W
Rodwell

N
Moss

E
Meckstroth

S
Gitelman

3♠ pass...

W
Hampson

N
Hamman

E
Greco

S
Zia

3♠ pass pass 3NT
pass...

Here the players sitting South chose two completely different actions.  
Once again, we see that being active turned out to be more successful.

Making decisions in contested auctions is an art and there are players 
who handle these type of problems better than others.  Everything depends 
on experience, good intuition and even better table presence.
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The higher the more dif icult… it seems obvious – if we have a hand with 
a huge it for partner’s suit we should bid as high as it seems reasonably 
possible…

Lille 2012
Bridge Olympiad, the semi- inals.

♠ 8
 Ew ul. ♥ AK1076
 Dealer North ♦ AJ4

♣ 9762
♠ K10743 N ♠ A652
♥ J W         E ♥ Q3
♦ Q10 ♦ 98632
♣ AQJ84 S ♣ 103

♠ QJ9
♥ 98542
♦ K75
♣ K5

W
Helgemo

N
Ahlesved

E
Helness

S
Petersson

1♥ pass 4♥
pass...

Preemptive bidding always forces the opponents to make a decision.
It’s not easy to enter the bidding at the four level with a weak 5-card suit.

W
Bertheau

N E
Cullin

S

2♥1) pass 4♥
4♠ pass pass dbl.

pass...

1)2♥ = 10-13 PC, 5+♥, unbalanced hand.
Bertheau made a tough decision and found a 4-card it.
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W
Buras

N
Hanlon

E
Narkiewicz

S
McGann

1♥ pass 3♣
3♥ 4♥ 4♠ pass...

3♣ = mixed raise.
McGann bid a bit lower and let the opponents into the auction.
Buras was able to show his shape 5+♠ and 5+minor at the three level.

W
Fitzgibbon

N E
Mesbur

S

1♥ pass 4♥
dbl. pass 4♠ pass...

Fitzgibbon made an interesting choice.  The double was a highly unusual 
action.

The Irish player would have felt worse if his partner had proposed a con-
tract in diamonds.
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CHOICE OF BIDS
The choice of bids is an integral aspect of the issue of making decisions 

at the table.  Very often the bidding system in use provides several options 
in a particular situation with quite subtle differences between the choices.  
Again the actions taken are a question of temperament, experience, table 
presence, and sometimes the impulse of the moment.  The choices made can 
impact the inal result of the board, often in a spectacular way.

Let’s look at some examples in different bidding positions with very dif-
ferent consequences on the inal results. 
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Beijing 2008
Bridge Olympiad, the semi- inals.

♠ AJ4
 NS vul. ♥ KQ10
 Dealer South ♦ 5

♣ QJ9762
♠ 7653 N ♠ Q10
♥ 83 W         E ♥ A7542
♦ AJ104 ♦ 863
♣ K84 S ♣ A103

♠ K982
♥ J96
♦ KQ972
♣ 5

W
Groetheim

N
Sementa

E
Tundal

S
Duboin

pass
pass 1♣ 1♥ dbl.
pass 2♣ pass...

W N
Helness

E S
Helgemo

pass
pass 1♣ 1♥ dbl.
pass 1♠ pass pass
dbl. 2♣ pass...

This is just a dull partscore deal.  What is interesting is the different cho-
ice of bids made by Sementa and Helness in the second round of bidding. 

They both had the same information – the double showed spades.  Helness 
preferred to show 3 spades while Sementa opted to show a 6-card club suit.   

Is there some kind of tip for similar situations? 
Of course, suit quality is important – with a weak 3-card spade holding I 

would have bid clubs and with weak clubs opted for spades.  When the qu-
ality in the black suits is similar, the decision depends on partnership style.
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Beijing 2008
Bridge Olympiad, the inal.

♠ Q75
 Love all ♥ AJ1073
 Dealer North ♦ J86

♣ K5
♠ 42 N ♠ K109
♥ KQ8 W         E ♥ 9642
♦ A75 ♦ 1092
♣ AJ1097 S ♣ Q42

♠ AJ863
♥ 5
♦ KQ43
♣ 863

W
Versace

N
Gold

E
Lauria

S
Townsend

1♥ pas 1♠
dbl. 1NT pass 3♠

pass...

W
Malinowski

N
Sementa

E
Sandqvist

S
Duboin

1♥ pass 1♠
2♣ pass 3♣ dbl.

pass 3♠ pass...

An identical situation.  Both sitting West in the same bidding position, 
Versace thought that a double better showed the value of his hand and Ma-
linowski preferred to bid clubs.

The success of a particular bid somewhat depends on the state of affairs.  
The 2♣ bid makes it possible to bid up the opponents when partner has a 

it.  A double brings both minor suits into the picture. 
The law in doubling on this deal is that partner will count on the doubler 

having four diamonds.

CHOICE OF BIDS
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Beijing 2008
Bridge Olympiad, the inal.

♠ K1032
 Both vul. ♥ K10
 Dealer West ♦ AQ2

♣ K863
♠ 97 N ♠ A65
♥ 9643 W         E ♥ AQJ852
♦ J96 ♦ K7
♣ AJ102 S ♣ 97

♠ QJ84
♥ 7
♦ 108543
♣ Q54

W
Versace

N
Gold

E
Lauria

S
Townsend

pass 1NT 2♦ pass
2♠ pass 2NT pass
3♥ pass 4♥ pass...

W
Malinowski

N
Sementa

E
Sandqvist

S
Duboin

pass 1NT dbl. 2♣
dbl. pass 3NT pass...

Lauria chose to show his 6-card suit.  Versace’s bid of 2♠ showed mild 
interest in game in hearts.

Gold made a clever lead of the ♥10.  Alfredo went up with the ace and 
resultingly went down one.

Sandqvist decided on a course of complete camou lage.  The double of 
1NT was penalty.  When Malinowski showed points in clubs, Sandqvist’s 
inal action was quite surprising.

A lot depended on the opening lead.  Duboin chose the queen of spades 
and scored up an „expert” tie on the board.
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Plenty of material on the choice of bids can be found in one of the matches 
from Estoril Portugal in 2005.  It was the quarter inal match of the Bermu-
da Bowl between USA II and Argentina.

Estoril 2005
Bermuda Bowl, the quarter- inals.

♠ J6543
 Both vul. ♥ K10
 Dealer North ♦ Q953

♣ 43
♠ A2 N ♠ KQ1087
♥ J3 W         E ♥ 96
♦ AKJ ♦ 762
♣ AQJ952 S ♣ K106

♠ 9
♥ AQ87542
♦ 1084
♣ 87

W
Palazzo

N
Moss

E
Fornasari

S
Gitelman

pass pass 3♥
3NT pass...

W
Hampson

N
Madala

E
Greco

S
Lambardi

pass pass 3♥
dbl. pass 4♠ pass...

It takes guts to take the bull by the horns and bid 3NT without a heart 
stopper.  This time it was a shot in the foot, but it just as well could have 
been successful.

Even though Hampson had only two spades, he decided to double.  The 
game in spades made on a trump coup.
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Estoril 2005
Bermuda Bowl, the quarter- inals.

♠ J9842
 Both vul. ♥ AQJ
 Dealer South ♦ AKJ3

♣ 7
♠ A5 N ♠ K76
♥ 876 W         E ♥ 10532
♦ 54 ♦ 862
♣ AQ10964 S ♣ K85

♠ Q103
♥ K94
♦ Q1097
♣ J32

W
Madala

N
Greco

E
Lambardi

S
Hampson

pass
1♣ 1♠ pass 2♠

pass 4♠ pass...

W
Gitelman

N
Mooney

E
Moss

S
Monsegur

pass
1♣ dbl. 1♥ 2♦

dbl. 3♦ pass...

Experience shows that making a takeout double with a 5-card major 
often leads to losing the major suit. 

That’s what happened this time.  Mooney could still have saved the board 
by slightly overstating his values and treating the hand as strong enough 
for a double followed by a new suit, but he didn’t.  The result was they lost 
the spade suit and they weren’t able to judge that the NS hands were in the 
game zone.

Greco chose a better initial bid (1♠) and after a no-brainer auction got to 
a no-brainer game.
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Estoril 2005
Bermuda Bowl, the quarter- inals.

♠ KQJ92
 EW vul. ♥ K1043
 Dealer North ♦ 10

♣ Q53
♠ A87 N ♠ 6
♥ AJ52 W         E ♥ 9
♦ A87 ♦ KQJ542
♣ 1062 S ♣ AJ874

♠ 10543
♥ Q876
♦ 963
♣ K9

W
Madala

N
Greco

E
Lambardi

S
Hampson

1♠ 2NT 3♠
4♠ pass 4NT pass
5♦ pass 6♦ pass...

W
Gitelman

N
Mooney

E
Moss

S
Monsegur

1♠ 2♦ 3♠
3NT 4♠ 5♣ pass
6♦ pass...

How would you have bid the East hand?

Lambardi decided on a 2NT – it promised 10 cards in the minor suits and 
brought his partner into the picture.  That has particular importance with 
a club it.  

Moss showed good diamonds.  This would suggest that after an eventual 
4♠ bid he would have been prepared to bid 5-clubs on his own.

We would de initely opt for the Argentinian’s approach.  Solo bids at the 
ive level are a crap shoot and often very expensive.  On the other hand, a 
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conservative 2♦ bid followed by an eventual pass of 4♠ risks not inding the 
club game.

With partner having such a strong hand every choice would have been a 
good one.

Both declarers successfully handled the club suit and made the slam.
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Verona 2006
Rosenblum Cup, the inal.

♠ QJ9
 NS vul. ♥ ‒
 Dealer West ♦ AK108

♣ K108643
♠ AK N ♠ 1087654
♥ KQJ942 W         E ♥ A1083
♦ 76 ♦ J4
♣ J92 S ♣ 5

♠ 32
♥ 765
♦ Q9532
♣ AQ7

W
Helgemo

N
Lindqvist

E
Helness

S
Fredin

1♥ 2♣ 4♥ 5♣
5♥ pass...

W
Nystrom

N
Sontag

E
Bertheau

S
Bates

1♥ dbl. 4♥ pass...

Here you see a common dilemma – should we show our suit or bring 
other suits into the picture by doubling?

Lindqvist bid clubs, which prompted his partner to take a winning ac-
tion by bidding on.  The Swede was surely counting on being able to have 
another chance to double a heart contract at any level (realistically to the 
four level).

Sontag’s double didn’t convince Bates to take a bid.
In our opinion, irst bidding 2♣ and then doubling is de initely better for 

showing this kind of hand.

CHOICE OF BIDS
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Shanghai 2007
Bermuda Bowl, the quarter- inals.

♠ KQ4
 NS vul. ♥ QJ62
 Dealer South ♦ K9

♣ KQ73
♠ A10987 N ♠ 3
♥ K83 W         E ♥ 10
♦ 75 ♦ AQJ108632
♣ 1042 S ♣ AJ9

♠ J652
♥ A9754
♦ 4
♣ 865

W
De Wijs

N
Cullin

E
Muller

S
Upmark

pass
pass 1NT 4♦ pass...

W
Morath

N
Drijver

E
Efraimsson

S
Brink
pass

pass 1NT 3♦ dbl.
pass 3♥ pass...

The choice of bids very often depends on deciding how high to bid.
On this board you can clearly see the difference in approach.
 Muller jumped to the four level.  Efraimsson was content with the three 

level. 
4♦ kept everyone out of the auction, while Brink was let into the auction 

one level lower, and in his usual style made a brave decision to bid.  Thanks 
to that he picked up 1 IMP (3♥ down one for -100, 4♦ just made for 130).

CHOICE OF BIDS
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Estoril 2005
Bermuda Bowl, the quarter- inals.

♠ 9763
 Love all ♥ KJ7
 Dealer South ♦ J

♣ 86542
♠ 1082 N ♠ AJ
♥ A42 W         E ♥ Q653
♦ K1094 ♦ 862
♣ K73 S ♣ AQJ10

♠ KQ54
♥ 1098
♦ AQ753
♣ 9

W
Madala

N
Greco

E
Lambardi

S
Hampson

1♦
pass 1♠ dbl. 2♥
2♠ pass 3♣ pass...

W
Gitelman

N
Mooney

E
Moss

S
Monsegur

1♦
pass 1♠ dbl. 2♠
dbl. pass...

This is a very interesting deal which shows the new trends in agreements 
for contested auctions.

The sequence 1♦ - 1♠ - 2♥ is a reverse showing a good diamond-heart 
hand.  Obviously, within the context of the opponent’s double, which usual-
ly promises four hearts, a reverse by opener in this position doesn’t make 
any sense. 

In this position a penalty redouble would come in handy for showing 
strength and a desire to penalize the opponents (instead of a redouble sho-
wing a it).

CHOICE OF BIDS
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As a result the 2♥ bid can be used to show different, more necessary in-
formation.

In this sequence a raise to 2♠ can be made even on a tripleton.  With this 
in mind a 2♥ bid saying “I have a good raise to two spades with a 4-card it” 
makes it easier to make decisions in further rounds of bidding.

Gitelman–Moss didn’t do well by doubling 2♠.  Taking 8 tricks wasn’t dif-
icult.  To what extent was the double penalty oriented?  That’s a question 

of partnership agreement, but at this level of bidding when the opponents 
have agreed a suit it should be take out.  Notice that from East’s hand 8 
tricks in no trump is almost guaranteed and after a spade lead, there are 
even 9 tricks available. 

CHOICE OF BIDS
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Shanghai 2007
Bermuda Bowl, the semi- inals.

♠ K63
 Love all ♥ A109
 Dealer North ♦ Q87

♣ 10762
♠ J9 N ♠ 10842
♥ KJ8762 W         E ♥ Q5
♦ A2 ♦ KJ
♣ A95 S ♣ KQJ43

♠ AQ75
♥ 43
♦ 1096543
♣ 8

W
Eber

N
Rosenberg

E
Bosenberg

S
Zia

pass 1♣ 2♦
2♥ 3♦ pass pass
dbl. pass 3♥ pass
4♥ pass...

W
Weinstein

N
Cope

E
Garner

S
Holman

pass 1♣ pass
1♦1) pass 1♥ pass
4♥ pass...

1)1♦ = hearts
W

Brogeland
N

Drijver
E

Saelensminde
S

Brink
pass 1♣ 1♠

2♥ dbl. pass 2♠
dbl. 3♦ pass pass
3♥ pass 4♥ pass...

CHOICE OF BIDS
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W
De Wijs

N
Helness

E
Muller

S
Helgemo

pass pass pass
1♥ pass 1♠ pass
2♥ pass 4♥ pass...

After the opening 1♣ bid Brink (S) took a chance with a 1♠ overcall on a 
4-card suit.  Zia preempted with 2♦, and Helgemo (after initial pass of Mul-
ler) and Holman passed.  None of the actions had an effect on getting to the 
obvious heart game, but this perfectly illustrates the differences in style of 
the players that were sitting South.

CHOICE OF BIDS
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Shanghai 2007
Bermuda Bowl, the semi- inals.

♠ 864
 EW vul. ♥ J7
 Dealer East ♦ 7654

♣ KQJ7
♠ Q1053 N ♠ A97
♥ K632 W         E ♥ AQ10954
♦ KQ ♦ 83
♣ 1094 S ♣ 32

♠ KJ2
♥ 8
♦ AJ1092
♣ A865

W
Eber

N
Rosenberg

E
Bosenberg

S
Zia

1♥ 2♦
3♦ 4♣ pass 5♣

pass 5♦ pass pass
dbl. pass...

W
Katz

N
Gower

E
Jacobs

S
Apteker

1♥ dbl.
2NT 3♣ pass 4♣

pass...

W
Brink

N
Helness

E
Drijver

S
Helgemo

1♥ dbl.
2NT 3♣ 3♦ 4♣
4♥ pass...

CHOICE OF BIDS
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W
Brogeland

N
De Wijs

E
Saelensminde

S
Muller

2♥ dbl.
rdbl. 2NT dbl. 3♦
3♥ pass...

On this deal we can see not only differences in the choice of the irst bids 
taken, but also how the temperament of the players impacted the auction.  
Zia and Drijver were overly active in the auction, while Muller displayed a 
passive style.

CHOICE OF BIDS
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Shanghai 2007
Bermuda Bowl, the semi- inals.

♠ K
 NS vul. ♥ AK1042
 Dealer West ♦ 1096

♣ A982
♠ AQJ9732 N ♠ 865
♥ J9 W         E ♥ 8653
♦ Q43 ♦ AKJ872
♣ K S ♣ ‒

♠ 104
♥ Q7
♦ 5
♣ QJ1076543

W
Eber

N
Rosenberg

E
Bosenberg

S
Zia

1♠ 2♥ 4♠ pass...

W
Katz

N
Gower

E
Jacobs

S
Apteker

1♠ dbl. 3♦ 5♣
pass...

W
Brink

N
Helness

E
Drijver

S
Helgemo

1♠ 2♥ 4♦ pass
4♠ pass...

W
Brogeland

N
De Wijs

E
Saelensminde

S
Muller

1♠ 2♥ 3♦ pass
4♠ pass...

The double kept the club suit alive – Apteker’s 5♣ bid – better than sho-
wing the heart suit did.

CHOICE OF BIDS
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Brian Senior: And yet, we would tend to favour the 2♥ overcall on this 
hand-type to get the ifth heart into the game.

Drijver’s 4♦ bid was better at preempting the club suit than 3♦.  Would a 
4♣ call from Muller’s position guarantee a heart it?

CHOICE OF BIDS
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The choice of a bid is linked not only to the system used, but also to tem-
perament and intuition.  Often the choice made is a tactical one – a match or 
a tournament isn’t won by itself and the state of affairs may dictate a choice 
to play for a swing – a bid that will de initely cause a diametrically different 
course of events at the table compared to other tables or the other table in a 
match.  Sometimes the situation will be the opposite – knowing the system 
and style of the opponents and looking at our hand we will try to convey the 
same information that will be given at the other table to avoid a drastically 
different result.  Let’s look at some examples that illustrate this approach.

Shanghai 2007
Bermuda Bowl, the semi- inals.

♠ 742
 EW vul. ♥ A106
 Dealer North ♦ AQ83

♣ QJ4
♠ AK865 N ♠ QJ1093
♥ J42 W         E ♥ KQ8
♦ 1042 ♦ KJ75
♣ 87 S ♣ K

♠ ‒
♥ 9753
♦ 96
♣ A1096532

W
Holman

N
Rosenberg

E
Cope

S
Zia

1NT 2♠ 2NT
4♠ pass pass 5♣

pass pass dbl. pass...

W
Weinstein

N
Gower

E
Garner

S
Apteker

1♦ 1♠ 4♣
4♠ 5♣ dbl. pass...

CHOICE OF BIDS
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W
Brink

N
Helness

E
Drijver

S
Helgemo

1♦ 1♥ 2♣
pass 3♣ pass...

Before this deal the Dutch were losing by 51 IMPs.  This is probably the 
only way to explain Drijver’s choice.  It’s true that they still had 40 boards to 
play, but…. Here, unfortunately, this unusual psych ended in disaster.

Brian Senior: And what about Brink’s pass over 2♣ also? He has plenty 
to raise to 2♥.

W
Groetheim

N
Bertens

E
Tundal

S
Bakkeren

1♦ 1♠ 2♣
3♣ pass 4♠ pass...

CHOICE OF BIDS
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Shanghai 2007
Bermuda Bowl, the inal.

♠ A10863
 Both vul. ♥ 10642
 Dealer East ♦ K75

♣ 2
♠ K N ♠ QJ97542
♥ J9753 W         E ♥ 8
♦ A94 ♦ J10
♣ J753 S ♣ A84

♠ ‒
♥ AKQ
♦ Q8632
♣ KQ1096

W
Helgemo

N
Katz

E
Helness

S
Jacobs

3♠ dbl.
pass...

W
Weinstein

N
Tundal

E
Garner

S
Groetheim

3♠ 4NT
pass 5♦ pass...

Earlier we expressed the view that the success of a particular choice of 
bid depends on the circumstances.  However, there should also be room for 
evaluating the probability of success of an action taken.  A take out double 
is a standard bid and there are important arguments in favor of it here:

We won’t be worried if partner passes it out.  
Sometimes the right contract will be 3NT or 4♥, with the option of game 

in a minor still available.
Groetheim’s 4NT bid limited the options to only this last case. 

CHOICE OF BIDS
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Shanghai 2007
Bermuda Bowl, the inal.

♠ K10754
 Love all ♥ K87
 Dealer West ♦ 10

♣ 10843
♠ 9 N ♠ Q862
♥ 642 W         E ♥ A3
♦ AK7532 ♦ QJ964
♣ J62 S ♣ K7

♠ AJ3
♥ QJ1095
♦ 8
♣ AQ95

W
Brogeland

N
Garner

E
Saelensminde

S
Weinstein

pass pass 1♦ 1♥
2♥ 3♥ pass 4♥
5♦ pass pass dbl.

pass...

W
Zia

N
Helness

E
Rosenberg

S
Helgemo

pass pass 1♦ 1♥
3♠ pass 4♣ pass
5♦ pass...

Based on their excellent it, Brogeland and Zia pretended to bid as if they 
had a strong hand.  Zia, as usual, made a dynamic attack and conveyed in-
formation about spade shortness and took bidding space from the oppo-
nents.  The anemic bidding at the other table let North into the auction.  
The difference between these actions was that Zia became dummy in 5♦ 
without a double.  

After a 1♦ opening we’re in favor of weak tactical Splinters, which make 
it possible to better judge the situation. They shouldn’t be forcing to game.

CHOICE OF BIDS
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Sao Paulo 2009
Bermuda Bowl, the inal.

♠ QJ84
 NS vul. ♥ 102
 Dealer East ♦ 1053

♣ Q987
♠ K107 N ♠ 9653
♥ KQJ93 W         E ♥ 7654
♦ K6 ♦ 974
♣ J53 S ♣ K2

♠ A2
♥ A8
♦ AQJ82
♣ A1064

W
Rodwell

N
Lauria

E
Meckstroth

S
Versace

pass 1♦
1♥ pass 3♥ dbl.

pass 3♠ pass 4♣
pass...

W N
Katz

E S
Nickell

pass 1♦
1♥ pass 3♥ 3NT

pass...

We have mentioned the Italians’ tendency to use a take out double in many 
situations.  In this example it turned out to be lucky.  Lauria had a hand only 
warranting a 3♠ bid, which made it possible to stop in a contract of 4♣. 

Brian Senior: But perhaps, depending on partnership style, a jump to 4♠ 
was not all that likely from a hand which had passed over 1♥?

Nickell’s 3NT bid is not beneath criticism.  It takes perfect points in part-
ner’s hand to count up to 9 tricks.

CHOICE OF BIDS
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In the parallel match of the women’s inal there was a similar situation 
with a mundane bid of 4♣ by South over 3♥, which ended the bidding, by 
Baker for the USA team. This deal illustrates the differences in approach 
to bidding which are a result of the style of play within a partnership as 
well as the system imposed by the opponents.  What’s interesting is that at 
each table the auction was different, but some of the inal contracts were 
the same.

CHOICE OF BIDS
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Sao Paulo 2009
Bermuda Bowl, the semi- inals.

♠ KQ1065
 Love all ♥ 4
 Dealer North ♦ A97

♣ J1032
♠ AJ94 N ♠ 2
♥ KQ952 W         E ♥ J876
♦ 5 ♦ KQJ3
♣ AK5 S ♣ 8764

♠ 873
♥ A103
♦ 108642
♣ Q9

W
Versace

N
Karakolev

E
Lauria

S
Danailov

1♠ pass 1NT
dbl. 2♣ dbl. 2♠
3♣ pass 3♦ pass
4♥ pass...

W
Karaivanov

N E
Trenda ilov

S

2♠1) pass 2NT
3♥ pass 4♦ pass
4♥ pass...

1)2♠ = 10-13 HCP, 5+♠, unbalanced.

W
Wang

N
Rodwell

E
Zhuang

S
Meckstroth

1♠ pass 1NT
2♥ pass 3♥ pass
4♥ pass...

CHOICE OF BIDS
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W
Katz

N
Dai

E
Nickell

S
Yang

1♠ pass 1NT
2♥ pass 4♥ pass...

The Italians overuse a double in contested auctions.  Lauria was on his 
guard and corrected Versace’s 3♣ bid to 3♦, which in his opinion showed a 
three-suiter.  Alfredo understood his partner’s intentions well. 

The opponents forced Karaivanov to step into the auction at the three 
level.  Trenda ilov made a dangerous move by showing his concentrated 
values in diamonds.  Does 4♦ guarantee a it?  Is it not possible to ind that 
partner will raise to 5♦? Presumably they play that it guarantees a it so 
there will not be a raise to 5♦.

Katz and Wang decided to bid hearts.  In these situations Nickell (4♥) and 
Zhuang (3♥) made different decisions.

CHOICE OF BIDS
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Sao Paulo 2009
Bermuda Bowl, the inal.

♠ 108
 EW vul. ♥ KJ32
 Dealer North ♦ AKQJ963

♣ ‒
♠ QJ75 N ♠ A43
♥ 10 W         E ♥ 854
♦ 1082 ♦ 7
♣ A10643 S ♣ KQJ875

♠ K962
♥ AQ976
♦ 54
♣ 92

W
Rodwell

N
Sementa

E
Meckstroth

S
Duboin

1♦ 2♣ dbl.
4♣ dbl. pass 4♥

pass...

W N
Katz

E S
Nickell

1♦ 2♣ dbl.
5♣ 5♦ pass...

W
Liu

N
McCallum

E
W.Wang

S
Baker

1♦ 2♣ 2♥
4♣ 6♥ pass...

W
Deas

N
Sun

E
Palmer

S
H.Wang

1♦ 2♣ dbl.
2♦ 4♥ pass...
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Duboin, Nickell and Wang had no doubt that with a 5-4 shape in the ma-
jors their hand called for a negative double after RHO’s bid.

Baker preferred simplicity (“I’m showing you my longest suit”), which 
for the second time, turned out to be effective.

Brian Senior: More likely, Duboin, Nickell and Wang had no doubt that a 
9-count with no diamond it did not warrant a forcing 2♥ bid.

Note, that once again Italians, playing against Katz and Nickell, preemp-
ted their opponents one level higher than at other tables.

CHOICE OF BIDS
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Shanghai 2007
Bermuda Bowl, the quarter- inals.

♠ 962
 Love all ♥ K75
 Dealer North ♦ 843

♣ KQ62
♠ KJ85 N ♠ 10
♥ 4 W         E ♥ A1098632
♦ A10952 ♦ K6
♣ 874 S ♣ 1053

♠ AQ743
♥ QJ
♦ QJ7
♣ AJ9

W
Holman

N E
Cope

S

pass 3♥ dbl.
pass 3NT pass...

W
Duboin

N
Bosenberg

E
Bocchi

S
Eber

pass 3♥ 3♠
pass 4♠ pass pass
dbl. pass...

In this example the choice of bids resulted in the fact that the inal con-
tract was played doubled.  Which is better? 3♠ or double?  The poor suit 
quality and scattered points suggests opting for a more lexible take out 
double.  The actual result at the table also lends support to this approach.

Contract 3NT – down one. 
Eber and Bosenberg, between the two of them, got to a contract of 4♠ 

doubled, which was not so cheap – down four -800.

CHOICE OF BIDS
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REOPENING

REOPENING
The question of whether to reopen or not is very dif icult.  The most basic 

situations after an opening bid and two passes or after an opening bid, an 
overcall and two passes, have been thoroughly examined from a theoreti-
cal point of view and lead to more or less routine decisions. 

There are, however, situations that are much more complex.  Then, good 
hand evaluation is important as well as knowing the opponents’ style.  Let’s 
look at a few examples of these kinds of decisions.
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REOPENING

Sometimes reopening based on what should be the balance of points aro-
und the table wakes up sleepy opponents.   It doesn’t always have to end up 
in disaster…

Sao Paulo 2009
Bermuda Bowl, the semi- inals.

♠ 10764
 Love all ♥ AJ1053
 Dealer East ♦ 8

♣ 653
♠ 983 N ♠ AJ5
♥ Q84 W         E ♥ 96
♦ AJ107 ♦ KQ965
♣ QJ9 S ♣ A102

♠ KQ2
♥ K72
♦ 432
♣ K874

W
Rodwell

N
Fu

E
Meckstroth

S
Zhao

1NT pass
3NT pass...

W
Wang

N
Hamman

E
Zhuang

S
Zia

1NT pass
pass 2♣1) 2♦ 2♥
2NT pass 3NT dbl.

pass...
1)majors

Hamman’s 2♣ bid isn’t something that everyone in his shoes would have 
chosen.  However, we have to admit that we are in favor of being active during 
the auction and we sympathize with Bob’s decision.

 The Chinese pair sat up straight in their saddles and managed to get to 
game, just like at the other three tables.  But they had to pay a price…
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REOPENING

The clue to reopening is the balance of points around the table. When the 
auction dies out, we are usually in a position to judge the opponents’ strength 
and what we can expect partner to have.  It’s easier to bid when we have good 
shape, even with a weak hand.  Here’s an example:

Philadelphia 2010

Rosenblum Trophy, the inal.
♠ K7653

 Both vul. ♥ Q
 Dealer North ♦ KQ3

♣ A963
♠ J84 N ♠ Q2
♥ A1087 W         E ♥ 96432
♦ 5 ♦ A9842
♣ KJ754 S ♣ Q

♠ A109
♥ KJ5
♦ J1076
♣ 1082

W
Rodwell

N
Moss

E
Meckstroth

S
Gitelman

1♠ pass 2♠
pass pass 2NT dbl.
3♣ pass 3♦ dbl.
3♥ pass...

W
Hampson

N
Hamman

E
Greco

S
Zia

1♠ pass 2♠
pass...

Meckstroth liked his shape and his chances for fi nding partner with a fi t.  At 
the other table in the identical situation Greco passed.  Maybe he was afraid that 
the opponents would suddenly fi nd themselves with extra values and bid a game, 
yet from the East hand it doesn’t seem likely.  Th e deal ended in a tie (2♠ just 
made, +110 and 3♥ down one, +100), but it’s a good example of partnership style.
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REOPENING

Reopening in the pass out seat after a 1NT opening is one of the theoreti-
cal positions that has been examined most thoroughly.  Most players have 
their own experience and rules that lead to similar actions.

Shanghai 2007
Bermuda Bowl, the semi- inals.

♠ K975
 NS vul. ♥ K7532
 Dealer South ♦ Q10

♣ 107
♠ A4 N ♠ Q8
♥ AQJ9 W         E ♥ 104
♦ J7 ♦ 86542
♣ A9864 S ♣ KJ32

♠ J10632
♥ 86
♦ AK93
♣ Q5

W
Eber

N
Rosenberg

E
Bosenberg

S
Zia

pass
1NT pass pass 2♦
pass 2♥ pass 2♠

pass...

W
Weinstein

N
Cope

E
Garner

S
Holman

pass
1♣ 1♥ 3♣ dbl.

rdbl. 3♠ pass 4♠
pass...
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REOPENING

W
Brogeland

N
Drijver

E
Saelensminde

S
Brink
pass

1NT pass pass 2♠
pass...

W
De Wijs

N
Helness

E
Muller

S
Helgemo

pass
1♣ pass 1♦ pass

1NT pass pass 2♠
pass pass 2NT pass
3♣ 3♠ pass...

Zia, Brink and Helgemo reopened in practically the same situation.  The 
fact that they were passed hands only made life easier.  The choice of bid 
was a result of their system agreements.  Rosenberg-Zia bid 2♦ to show a 
two-suiter with diamonds and a major. Brink’s and Helgemo’s 2♠ bid did not 
show a minor suit.

Brian Senior: Cope and Holman were clearly on different pages regar-
ding the strength required for Cope’s „free” 3♠ bid.
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REOPENING

The bidding style for reopening depends a great deal on temperament.
Shanghai 2007
Bermuda Bowl, the semi- inals.

♠ KQ86
 Love all ♥ 6
 Dealer North ♦ J765

♣ QJ84
♠ 10752 N ♠ J4
♥ Q83 W         E ♥ KJ974
♦ 108 ♦ KQ32
♣ AK96 S ♣ 107

♠ A93
♥ A1052
♦ A94
♣ 532

W
Eber

N
Rosenberg

E
Bosenberg

S
Zia

pass pass 1NT
pass...

W
Katz

N
Gower

E
Jacobs

S
Apteker

pass pass 1♣
pass 1♠ dbl. rdbl.
2♥ 3♣ 3♥ pass...

W
Brogeland

N
De Wijs

E
Saelensminde

S
Muller

pass pass 1NT
pass pass 2♦ pass
2♥ dbl. pass 2♠
3♥ pass...
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REOPENING

W
Brink

N
Helness

E
Drijver

S
Helgemo

pass pass 1♥
pass 1♠ pass...

At two tables there was an opening 1NT bid.  The Americans bid this as 
12-14 PC.  Bosenberg sitting East decided not to reopen.  After 1NT with a 
13-15 PC range, the Norwegian bid. 

At the other two tables they were playing 1NT as 15-17 PC and the auc-
tion took a different turn.  The opening 1♣ allowed the EW pair to stop in a 
heart part score, while after the opening of 1♥ in the opponents’ best suit it 
was impossible for them to come in at all.
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REOPENING

In the past, reopening after an opening 1NT and a pass by partner was 
thought to be out of the question.  And today it’s even worse for bidding 
purists… experienced players, however, know different.

Estoril 2005
Bermuda Bowl, the semi- inals.

♠ J4
 Both vul. ♥ QJ973
 Dealer North ♦ 1086

♣ 752
♠ Q1032 N ♠ 98
♥ 1086 W         E ♥ AK5
♦ A7542 ♦ Q93
♣ 3 S ♣ KQ1064

♠ AK765
♥ 42
♦ KJ
♣ AJ98

W
Nystrom

N E
Bertheau

S

pass 1NT 2♠
pass pass dbl. pass...

W
Duboin

N
Lindkvist

E
Bocchi

S
Fredin

pass 1NT dbl.
2♣ pass 2♦ 2♠

pass...

W
Rodwell

N
Ekeblad

E
Meckstroth

S
Rubin

pass 1NT 2♠
pass pass 3♣ pass...
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REOPENING

W
Hampson

N
Nickell

E
Greco

S
Freeman

pass 1NT 2♠1)

pass...

2♠ = spades and a minor
At two out of three tables opener decided to balance.  Bertheau chose an 

unusual action of doubling, even though he didn’t have two 4-card suits but 
leaving all options open.  It worked out well.  

Meckstroth decided on a unilateral 3♣, which wasn’t a good idea. 
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REOPENING

When it comes to reopening, there needs to be a consistent style within the 
partnership, something we have already mentioned several times in this book.  If 
one of the partners bids aggressively in the reopening seat then the decisions of 
his partner need to be in harmony.  The same is true for a more conservative style.

Shanghai 2007
Bermuda Bowl, the quarter- inals.

♠ 975
 Love all ♥ 2
 Dealer East ♦ AQ43

♣ 96432
♠ J864 N ♠ KQ10
♥ AKQJ743 W         E ♥ 10985
♦ 6 ♦ 105
♣ Q S ♣ K875

♠ A32
♥ 6
♦ KJ9872
♣ AJ10

W
De Wijs

N
Cullin

E
Muller

S
Upmark

pass 1♦
4♥ pass pass dbl.

pass 4NT pass 5♦
pass pass 5♥ pass...

W
Morath

N
Drijver

E
Efraimsson

S
Brink

pass 1♦
4♥ 5♦ 5♥ dbl.

pass...

On this deal you can see the Swedish pair’s agreements – an aggressive 
reopening with an encouraging or cooperative 4NT and at the end a non
-forcing pass. 
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REOPENING

Upmark’s 1♦ was Precision, so no doubt 4NT offered a choice of minors 
rather than saying anything about strength.

 The Dutch pair bid mercilessly – the dynamic bid of 5♦ and then a do-
uble… It’s clear that Brink knew what he could expect from his partner’s 5♦ 
bid, because he didn’t try to lure the opponents on with what was after all 
not a bad hand.  
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AFTER RHO OVERCALLS

AFTER RHO OVERCALLS

Many years of experience leads us to the obvious conclusion that top 
bridge partnerships devote too much attention to uncontested auctions 
and not enough time to contested auctions.

Why does this happen?  In bidding when there’s no interference from the 
opponents it is easy to come up with universal rules which can be applied to 
many similar sequences.  The work is thus rewarding and quickly produces 
results.

In contested auctions universal rules can be applied in only a few situ-
ations.  The vulnerability plays a large role, for example.  In almost identical 
situations partner’s bidding will have different intentions at favorable and 
unfavorable vulnerability.  For some bidding situations it’s best to prepare 
an overall bidding structure.  This kind of work is boring and not always 
satisfying.  Improving the quality of bidding is noticeable only over the long 
run.  Why?  For certain bidding positions it’s necessary to develop separate 
bidding structures. 

How many times a year do you ind the opponents preempting after an 
opening 1♣ – to 3♦?  Playing intensively – about 3 to 5 thousand deals a year 
– you can encounter this sequence from 4 to 8 times. 

On average, after an opening 1♣ and an opponent’s jump to 3♦ only two 
deals a year will present a dif icult bidding problem. 

Usually this will be when one hand has a diamond stopper and a 4-card 
major and you aren’t able to stop in a 3NT contract.

What should opener do with this hand:
♠ A5 ♥1085 ♦ 1084 ♣ AKJ108
after the sequence:

W N E S
1♣ 3♦ dbl. pass
?

probably woefully bid 4♣.
There is, of course, a solution.  This is a well-designed concept, but it 

requires quite a lot of effort to learn – two pages of agreements.  Then, you 
need to bid 20-40 deals that have been prepared in advance with all the 
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AFTER RHO OVERCALLS

possible pitfalls and subtleties.  The last step is to look for symmetrical 
bidding positions in which you can apply the concept.

It turns out that there are similar parameters after the 1NT opening and 
3♦ overcall.

Putting together a complete mapping of different contexts – your bank 
of similar situations in contested auctions (look at the similarities between 
the sequence 1♣ - 3♦ - ? and 1NT - 3♦ - ? in the Polish bidding system!), 
makes it possible to create agreements, test them and then apply them to 
many bidding positions.  This enables you to build a complete bidding sys-
tem at the cost of only a small increase in burdening the memory.  

Unfortunately, most often you have to deal with a narrow context.  For 
each such limited group of bidding positions in contested auctions there 
should be a separate structure (set of agreements).  The information which 
is conveyed by different actions will vary depending on the context – in fact 
depending on what is needed.  Changing the circumstances and situations 
will produce different needs and we have to try to rise to that challenge.

It’s unavoidable that you have to narrow the context, which means de-
scribing the circumstances in which the meaning of a bid can change de-
pending on the need.  This could be the subject of a huge book in itself.  

The context imposes the de ined direction of mutual cooperation be-
tween the partners. It’s unlikely that you would be able to identify every 
situation and work out which agreements would be needed.  The goal sho-
uld be for both partners to think along similar lines.  You could call this 
consistency of analysis, but it is the highest degree of harmony in a part-
nership.  It can be achieved only after hundreds of hours of discussion and 
thousands of deals played together. 

We will try to show you a few positions in which you can apply the same 
model of understanding which will lead to consistent bidding solutions 
after RHO intervenes.
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AFTER RHO OVERCALLS

Shanghai 2007
World Transnational Teams Championships, the semi- inal.

♠ 5
 EW vuln. ♥ K96
 Dealer South ♦ KQ10987

♣ 872
♠ AQ9862 N ♠ KJ10
♥ 2 W         E ♥ AQ85
♦ A642 ♦ 5
♣ K5 S ♣ AQ1093

♠ 743
♥ J10743
♦ J3
♣ J64

W
Gotard

N
Gromov

E
Leśniczak

S
Dubinin

pass
1♠ 3♦ 4♦ pass

4NT pass 5♣ pass
7♠ pass...

Gotard took the 4♦ bid as a Splinter which perfectly it with his hand – 
Blackwood was enough to get to the right contract.

In theory 4♦ is a bid which shows a spade it and 13+PC.  It doesn’t say 
anything about shortness or a stopper in diamonds. 

How to reconcile these two approaches?  There’s a particular idea 
that can be introduced.  The entire concept depends on adopting certain 
agreements for contested auctions.

One thing you can say about contested auctions is that there are no hard 
and fast rules to apply.

For practically every sequence you have to have a separate agreement.  
Of course, there are some analogical sequences which can use a similar ap-
proach.  However, trying to build a solution for all these sequences can lead 
to the fact that the solution completely its in one position but will have  
gaps in another situation that is seemingly analogical.  When building a 
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solution you should keep in mind that gains from the agreements should 
outweigh the losses.  They should be good and logical and ideally not too 
complicated. 

Avoiding an excess burden on the memory is an important aspect of 
constructing a bidding system.  It’s better to give up excessive precision in 
favor of simple and uniform agreements in analogical bidding sequences, 
so that as many bidding positions are covered as possible.  Identical or ana-
logical bidding situations should follow the same logic so that a player who 
doesn’t remember the meaning of every possible bid can easily recreate the 
structure of a given bidding sequence.

It’s easy to see that what is important is to ind the right concept.  Most 
often the solution to a problem comes about like the adage “necessity is the 
mother of invention.”  When a deal comes up that you can’t handle, then you 
should think about a sensible solution.  Add it to your system, and if you see 
that it comes up at least a few times a year and brings a bene it, then make 
it a permanent part of your system.

For example, look at the following hands:
♠ J8 ♥ 75 ♦ AKQ986 ♣ Q65
Partner opens 1♣ and RHO jumps to 3♥.  Without any other practical al-

ternative, at the table we helplessly bid 4♦ and partner raises to game.
Dummy comes down with:
♠ KQ9 ♥ AK ♦ 543 ♣ J9432
We’re not especially happy with this contract.
The next time we pick up:
♠ A432 ♥ 753 ♦ A107 ♣ A105
Partner opens 1♣ and RHO jumps to 3♥.  We double and partner bids 4♠.  

We’re not sure what to do next, so we pass.
Here’s partner’s hand:
♠ KQ108 ♥ 8 ♦ K32 ♣ KQ864
Slam is laydown.
We need to ask ourselves a question – how can we play 3NT in this sequ-

ence if partner doesn’t have 4 spades and has a heart stopper or stop in 3♠, 
if we have a 4-4 spade it?  At irst glance it seems illogical.

The approach to this sequence should be based on the concept that after 
a negative double of 3♥, 3♠ by opener is forcing. 
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The disadvantage of this agreement should be obviously apparent – that 
the double has to be a bit stronger than it is on average nowadays.  From 
time to time we’ll ind ourselves in a truly overbid game.  What do we get 
in return?

We can check on the chances for slam without going past 4♠.
A)

♠ KQ108 N ♠ A432
♥ 8 W         E ♥ 753
♦ K32 ♦ A107
♣ KQ864 S ♣ A105

W N E S
1♣ 3♥ dbl. pass
3♠ pass 4♣ pass
4♦ pass 4♠ pass
5♥ pass 6♠ pass...

4♣ – cue bid with a spade it – “What do you think about slam in spades?”
B)

♠ KQJ6 N ♠ A754
♥ 753 W         E ♥ 2
♦ J6 ♦ AKQ107
♣ AK97 S ♣ 542

W N E S
1♣ 3♥ dbl. pass
3♠ pass 4♥ pass
5♣ pass 5♦ pass
6♠ pass

With classic agreements opener would have jumped to 4♠ after the do-
uble, and East would risk getting too high if he cue bid at the ive level.

In the sequence above it should be mentioned that emphasis is placed on 
showing shortness over the classic rules of cue bidding “up the line.”  This 
makes it possible to better evaluate if it’s right to bid beyond the game level.  
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This is consistent with the idea of Splinter bids. 
C)
An agreement can also solve the problem presented at the beginning:

♠ KQ97 N ♠ J8
♥ AK W         E ♥ 75
♦ 543 ♦ AKQ986
♣ J943 S ♣ Q65

W N E S
1♣ 3♥ dbl. pass
3♠ pass 3NT pass...

3NT – pass if you have a heart stopper which can’t be led through.
You will say that this is an imperfect solution.  It’s true, but it’s better 

than nothing. 
If partner bids 3NT after the negative double, then your hopes have been 

realized!
It was the irst example. Let’s look at an analogical sequence:
Sequence 2

W N E S
1♦ 3♥ dbl. pass
3♠ pass ?

‒ 3NT – pass if you have a heart stopper which can’t be led through
‒ 4♣/♦ – cue bid with a spade it – “What do you think about slam in spa-
des?”

Sequence 3
W N E S
1♥ 3♦ dbl. pass
3♠ pass ?

‒ 3NT – pass if you have a diamond stopper which can’t be led through
‒ 4♣/♦ – cue bid with a spade it – “What do you think about slam in spa-
des?”
An example would be:
♠ J94 ♥ 7 ♦ 986 ♣ AKQJ65

3NT – “pass if you have a heart stopper than can’t be led through.”
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Sequence 4
W N E S
1♠ 3♦ dbl. pass
3♥ pass ?

‒ 3♠ – arti icial: bid 3NT if you have a diamond stopper; note, this time we 
can play 3NT from the right side.
‒ 4♣/♦ – cue bid with a heart it

Note, that with this approach, after an opening 1♦/♥/♠ and a negative 
double at the three level, the only non-forcing rebid by opener is a rebid in 
the opening suit.

The bene its of using this approach can be much greater than you think 
at irst glance. 

Sequence 1a
W N E S
1♣ 3♥ ?

‒ 4♣/♦ – non-forcing, typical hands like:
♠ 876 ♥ 5 ♦ K86 ♣ KQ10532
♠ 876 ♥ 5 ♦ KQ109863 ♣ Q9
At favorable vulnerability this allows you to suggest a sacri ice at the ive 

level should the opponents eventually bid 4♥.
At every other vulnerability it is an attempt to ight for a partscore.
With stronger hands we double – maybe partner will bid 3NT...

Second option
W N E S
1♣ 3♥ ?

‒ 4♣ – natural, non-forcing,
‒ 4♦ – natural, with slam aspirations.

Sequence 2a
W N E S
1♦ 3♥ ?

‒ 4♣/♦ – natural, non-forcing.
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Second option
W N E S
1♣ 3♥ ?

‒ 4♣ – natural, slam aspirations,
‒ 4♦ – natural, non-forcing.

Sequence 3a
W N E S
1♥ 3♦ ?

‒ 4♣ ‒ artificial, 13+ PC with a heart fit; note, that 4♣, which is not a cue bid!, 
makes it possible to check if opener has a diamond control.
‒ 4♦ – Splinter.

We probably don’t have to convince of the merits of using Splinter bids.
By doubling 3♦ with a strong hand with clubs we can still stop in 3NT.  

With an 8-card club suit that is not completely solid, it’s better to jump right 
away to 5♣.

Sequence 4a
W N E S
1♠ 3♦ ?

‒ 4♣ ‒ artificial, 13+ PC with a spade fit; 
‒ 4♦ – Splinter.

Can this aproach be used in other situations?

Sequence 5a
W N E S
1♥ 3♣ ?

‒ 4♣ ‒ Splinter; 
‒ 4♦ – artificial, 13+ PC with a heart fit; .

Sequence 6a
W N E S
1♠ 3♣ ?

‒ 4♣ ‒ Splinter; 
‒ 4♦ – artificial, 13+ PC with a spade fit; 
‒ 4♥ ‒ to play.
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Sequence 7a
W N E S
1♥ 3♠ ?

‒ 4♣ ‒ artificial, 13+PC with a heart fit
‒ 4♦ – artificial, Splinter in spades!!!
‒ 4♠ – spade void, heart fit, extra values.
This is an elegant and comfortable solution.

Sequence 8a
W N E S
1♠ 3♥ ?

‒ 4♣ – artificial, 15+PC with a spade fit,
‒ 4♦ – artificial, 12+-14 PC with a spade fit,
‒ 4♥ – Splinter.

There are 2 available bids:  4♣ and 4♦.  They can be used in two ways.  
The irst is shown above, the second is:
‒ 4♣ – cue bid, agreeing spades,
‒ 4♦ – cue bid, agreeing spades, denies a club control.

You may wonder, for example, what to bid with this kind of hand:
♠ AKJ4 ♥ A97 ♦ QJ6 ♣ J65

4♣ is a serious slam try, 4♦ is a mild try.  With this hand we should bid 4♣.     
Whereas with this kind of hand:
♠ AJ94 ♥ A97 ♦ QJ6 ♣ J65

we bid 4♦.
Sequence 9a

W N E S
1♥ 2♠ ?

‒ 2NT – invitational with a heart it,
‒ 3♠ – Splinter,
‒ 4♣ – a very good raise to 4♥ (15+PC),
‒ 4♦ – a good raise to 4♥ (12-14 PC).

Sequence 10a
W N E S
1♥ 2♠ 4♣ pass
?
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‒ 4♦ – “Last train”, “I want to go on, but I’m afraid.”

Sequence 11a
W N E S
1♠ 2♥ ?

‒ 2NT – invitational with a spade it,
‒ 3♥ – Splinter,
‒ 4♣ – a very good raise to 4♠ (15+PC),
‒ 4♦ – a good raise to 4♠ (12-14 PC),
‒ 4♥ – a void with 9-11 PC.

There’s a plague of two-way bids in contested auctions, and these bids 
leave a partnership in bad shape when the opponents preempt.

“Invitational or better” is an agreement which should disappear from the 
bidding arsenal of a professional pair. Why?

It doesn’t set up a forcing pass. Opener’s partner can have a hand that 
is only invitational.  Surely we don’t need to explain that the forcing pass 
helps in making joint decisions at high levels of bidding.

Opener has to be prepared to react to partner’s bidding in a completely 
different way:
– when partner has an invitational hand and opener has a hand that wo-
uld accept, opener should as quickly as possible bid game, maintaining the 
principle of camou lage:
– when responder has a good hand, opener’s jumping to game blocks the 
exchange of information which is essential for evaluating chances for slam.

Even when opener wants to make a slam try, who knows if we should 
accept with a maximum invitational hand or with a maximum game forcing 
hand.

The range for evaluating hands as the auction unfolds rather than beco-
ming smaller gets dangerously wider.

We recommend differentiating hands which are invitational from hands 
which are game forcing with a it and assigning them two different bids.

W N E S
1♠ 2♦ ?

‒ 2NT – invitational with a it,
‒ 3♦ – game forcing with a it.

This agreement solves the problem described above. 
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Brian Senior: As would the reverse (2NT GF, 3♦ Inv.), which allows for the 
full range of auctions after the GF raise as in an uncontested auction, where 
the cuebid as GF raise does not. 

Brian Senior: We do not need the space after an invitational raise. A 
non-descriptive return invitation: 1♠ - (2♦) - 2NT (Inv Raise) - (Pass) - 3♣ as 
a kind of „Last Train” try is fatuous ‒ ask partner to decide whether he has 
a good invitation or a bad invitation - come on! A descriptive return invita-
tion meanwhile helps occasionally to get to/stay out of the right games, but 
also tips off the defenders. It may help them beat the contract whether we 
stop in partscore or go on to game.

Whether the return invitation is descriptive or non-speci ic, it is very 
bad as regards camou lage, telling the defence how borderline the contract 
is. Far better to just bid game and them not know if we are borderline or 
maybe playing for overtricks. 
Purists can say that this solution leaves less space for game forcing auc-

tions and more for invitational ones.  This goes against good bidding prin-
ciples.  However, in most Polish systems, the uncontested sequence of 
1♥/♠ - 2NT is invitational with a it.  In uncontested game forcing auctions 
we usually start with a 2♣ bid. 

Brian Senior: But most of the rest of the world does not play this way. To 
use 2NT as the GF is better than to use it as Inv, as I have explained above, 
so there is no good reason for those not playing a Polish system to change. 
Perhaps it is the Poles who should change?
This symmetry in approach enhances the simplicity of the system and 

makes it friendlier for the players.  That’s why we recommend it even if a 
better one exists. 

One more point.  With the proposed agreements this sequence:
W N E S
1♠ 2♦ dbl. pass
3♥

should be forcing.  Sometimes it will lead to overbidding, but on the other 
hand it makes it possible to check on the chances for slam when the negati-
ve doubler has extra values.

Brian Senior: Good idea. It does look as though the potential gain outwe-
ights the occasional loss. 
What to do with a hand that wants to bid a natural 2NT?
Risk bidding 3NT or make a negative double.
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Another illustration of how these agreements would work in deals from 
real life.

Sao Paulo 2009

Bermuda Bowl, the quarter- inals.
♠ 1042

 Both vul. ♥ 3
 Dealer North ♦ A1053

♣ K9853
♠ KQ763 N ♠ J85
♥ QJ85 W         E ♥ AK1094
♦ Q962 ♦ KJ74
♣ ‒ S ♣ A

♠ A9
♥ 762
♦ 8
♣ QJ107642

W
Brogeland

N
Fu

E
Lindqvist

S
Zhao

pass 1♥ 3♣
4♣ 4♦ 4NT pass
5♦ pass 5♥ pass
6♥ pass...

If 4♣ shows only a hand with 13+PC and a it, then Brogeland didn’t noti-
ce that his partner decided to Blackwood with a club control that would 
most likely have been the ace (it would be hard to suspect partner of having 
club shortness) and the club void is not an additional, unshown value.

If 4♣ was a Splinter, then Blackwood without the ace of clubs would have 
been a mistake, since it would make it impossible to get to slam when part-
ner had a club void.  In that case the right bid would be a 5♦ (or 4♠) cue bid.

With this analysis, it’s clear that Brogeland’s bidding on to slam was a 
mistake.

With our approach 4♣ would be a Splinter – in contested auctions this is 
key information that makes it easier to take decisions.
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In this situation 4♦ should take the role of 13+PC with a it.
Similarly in mapping out various contexts, there is room to use transfers 

after overcalls at the one level.  
The concept of transfers which are similar in structure is relevant to 

only four chosen bidding positions: 
W N E S
1♣ 1♦ ?
1♣ 1♥ ?
1♦ 1♥ ?
1♥ 1♠ ?

Because of the high degree of similarity the agreements shown for the 
sequences above can also be used for the sequences 

1♥ - double - ?   and 
1♠ - double - ? 
How does this concept look in further bidding after an opening 1♦ and an 

overcall of 1♥?
W N E S
1♦ 1♥ ?

‒ dbl. – transfer to spades (4-5 card suit),
‒ 1♠ – transfer to NT or clubs,
‒ 1NT – natural ,
- 2♣ – transfer to diamonds, promising a it with a weak (6-9 PC) or strong 
(12+PC) hand,
‒ 2♦ – invitational with a it, 9-12 PC (nice 9 PC to a bad 12 PC),
‒ 2♥ – transfer to spades, 6+♠, weak (up to 8-9 PC) or strong (game forcing),
‒ 2♠ – transfer to clubs, 6+♣, weak or strong,
‒ 2NT – natural, invitational,
‒ 3♣ – invitational, 6+♣,
‒ 3♦ – preemptive,
‒ 3♥ – transfer to spades, 6+♠, invitational,
‒ 3♠ – Splinter in hearts.

Brian Senior: The rest of the scheme is ine but this one sequence makes 
me uncomfortable as it uses a lot of space before partner has had a chance 
to make a second bid.

AFTER RHO OVERCALLS
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♠ x ♥ Kx ♦ AQxxx ♣ AQxxx
Does this example bid 3NT or 4♣? After 1♦ - 1♠ - 2♣ - 3♠, this is an easier 
decision as at least clubs have been shown once. ) 

We cannot say that the 3♥ transfer denies a second suit as:
♠ AQxxxx ♥ xx ♦ x ♣ KJxx
has to bid 3H if the one-level transfer is really limited to four or ive cards.

Maybe the one level transfer to spades should show four-plus cards, with 
some six-card suits starting at the one level and others starting with a GF 
range two-level or Inv. three-level transfer, according to suit quality and 
whether the hand contains a second suit?

The bene its we can get from using transfers are:
‒ the contract is played from the strong hand – heart honors in opener’s 
hand won’t be led through at trick one,
‒ showing a 6-card suit with one bid makes opener’s decisions easier whe-
never the opponents preempt and showing the strength ranges makes it 
easier to judge how high to bid,
‒ transfers to no trump also work out well, because it gives greater lexibi-
lity by playing the contract from opener’s hand or responder’s hand depen-
ding on hand evaluation,
 ‒ after a transfer to spades at the one level, opener can bid 1♠ with a 3-card 
it and a hand oriented towards suit play or 1NT with a hand better for no 

trump.  With a 4-card spade it the suit is agreed with a jump to the 2 level.

Transfers can be also useful after opponent’s take out double over 1 level 
openings.
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REDOUBLES
As we have written earlier, assigning a variable meaning to a redouble 

minimizes cooperation with partner when the opponents double. Being ac-
tive, being aggressive, and even being audacious in contested auctions is 
growing year by year. The cure for this phenomenon is doubling and sco-
ring up a juicy number for our side – a result with 2 zeroes after it. The 
size of the score will depend on the vulnerability, the bidding level and the 
degree of the opponents’ aggression. Acquiring greater effectiveness in 
making penalty doubles requires skillful cooperation within the partner-
ship. The right agreements in contested auctions will serve to establish this 
cooperation. An important role is played by strength showing doubles and 
redoubles which invite cooperation in doubling for penalties.

For example:

A)
W

We
N

They
E

We
S

They
1NT 2♣1) dbl. ?

1)majors
Double – invites doubling for penalties.  With a reasonable hand and at 

least 3 cards in the major, opener should double the opponent’s response.  
The direct double of the convention should show a balanced hand that pro-
mises that our side has the clear balance of strength – from at least a nice 
7 to 8 PC.

A similar agreement works well after an overcall of 2♦ showing one ma-
jor.

B)
W

We
N

They
E

We
S

They
1♣ pass 1♠ dbl.

rdbl.

Redouble – I have a good hand and I invite partner to double the oppo-
nents.

Unfortunately, in many sequences top pairs use the redouble to show so-
mething completely different.  For example, redouble = a 3-card it.
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Sao Paulo 2009

Bermuda Bowl, the inal.
♠ 875

 NS vul. ♥ 8543
 Dealer West ♦ J862

♣ 93
♠ 102 N ♠ 964
♥ AJ972 W         E ♥ 106
♦ 97 ♦ AKQ103
♣ K742 S ♣ J85

♠ AKQJ3
♥ KQ
♦ 54
♣ AQ106

W
Rodwell

N
Lauria

E
Meckstroth

S
Versace

pass pass 1♦ dbl.
rdbl. pass pass 2♦

pass...

2♦ inished down four, which was relatively cheap, since at the other ta-
ble the Americans sitting NS went down two in 4♠.

Redouble was a transfer to hearts.  At the moment this is not a particular-
ly popular agreement, which is as it should be.  With this kind of agreement 
we lose more than we gain.  We lose the ability to double the opponents 
when they have a mis it.

Lauria’s interpretation that 2♦ was natural seems a bit hard to believe... 
Regardless, Versace could done without making a mysterious bid and co-

uld have shown spades with a jump (2♠), which would have nicely descri-
bed his hand. 

REDOUBLES
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Beijing 2008

Bridge Olympiad, the open inal.
♠ 10976

 EW vul. ♥ Q7
 Dealer North ♦ 104

♣ 97642
♠ AK4 N ♠ Q3
♥ J4 W         E ♥ AK9852
♦ J65 ♦ 8732
♣ KQ1053 S ♣ J

♠ J852
♥ 1063
♦ AKQ9
♣ A8

W
Versace

N
Gold

E
Lauria

S
Townsend

pass 2♥ dbl.
rdbl. 2♠ dbl. pass
4♥ pass...

W
Malinowski

N
Sementa

E
Sandqvist

S
Duboin

pass 2♦ pass
2♥ pass pass dbl.

pass 2♠ pass pass
3♥ pass...

What was the meaning of the redouble by Versace in this sequence?
Note, that Lauria doubled 2♠ with the doubleton queen of spades.  In this 

way he answered the challenge from partner and took action with a good 
hand.  This kind of redouble we call an action redouble.

Note, that thanks to this we can achieve two goals.
Firstly, we can double the opponents when they have a mis it.
Secondly, we can make a mutual decision after an eventual bid of 2♠ as to 
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whether we should ight to the three level or not.
The fact that Versace clearly went overboard is true.  He could have invi-

ted with 3♣.  Then, with a club fragment and a singleton diamond, Lauria 
would have known what to do.

Malinowski had a similar chance.  He could have invited partner to co-
operate by redoubling.  He decided by himself, which would have worked 
out badly if partner had had a worse hand.

4♥ wound up down three, 3♥ went down two.
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Wrocław 2016

15th World Bridge Games, the open semi- inals.
Match Spain - Monaco

 Board 57 ♠ KJ65
 EW vul. ♥ J974
 Dealer North ♦ K73

♣ K7
♠ AQ9842 N ♠ 103
♥ K6 W         E ♥ Q832
♦ 64 ♦ 109
♣ A52 S ♣ Q10983

♠ 7
♥ A105
♦ AQJ852
♣ J64

W
Lantaron

N
Multon

E
F.Goded

S
Zimmermann

1NT pass 3NT
dbl. rdbl. pass 4♦

pass...

W
Helgemo

N
Sabate

E
Helness

S
G.Goded

1NT pass 3NT
dbl. pass pass 4♦
pass 4NT pass...

dbl. ‒ asks for speci ic lead, strongly suggesting spade
Note, that Zimmermann and G. Goded decided to make a gambling-style 

3NT after an opening weak NT.  Zimmermann - Multon had another route 
available ‒ they could have taken of transferring to diamonds and then sho-
wing shortness in spades.  This would have led to a contract of 3NT, for sure 
without a double.

Goded did not have this option. He could have responded 3♦, natural GF.
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Sabate decided to save the situation with a 4NT bid.  Helgemo decided to 
duck the ♠10 (taking the ace and shifting to clubs would have set the con-
tract) and after successful declarer play, the Spaniard took 10 tricks.

In proper fashion, Multon went quietly and scored +130= -7 IMP. 
Brian Senior: Neither pair had done their homework.  Intuitively, redo-

uble should promise a stopper and pass should show doubt. However, in this 
situation pass and redouble should show intentions:

a)I want to play this contract;
b)I’m afraid.

REDOUBLES
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Estoril 2005

Bermuda Bowl, the inal.
♠ J62

 EW vul. ♥ A942
 Dealer South ♦ 9853

♣ Q5
♠ K74 N ♠ AQ8
♥ K1063 W         E ♥ Q5
♦ AQ10 ♦ J7642
♣ 872 S ♣ 1093

♠ 10953
♥ J87
♦ K
♣ AKJ64

W
Versace

N
Rodwell

E
Lauria

S
Meckstroth

1♦
dbl. rdbl. 1NT dbl.
pass 2♥ pass...

W
Soloway

N
Bocchi

E
Hamman

S
Duboin

1♣
dbl. pass 1♦ pass
pass dbl. 1NT pass...

Against 2♥ a trick was dropped in the defense and it inished one off, 
which gave a 1 IMP pick up to the US team when 1NT made at the other 
table.

You have to admit that Meckwell bid with no holds barred.
The redouble was a transfer to hearts, the double by Meckstroth showed 

a 3-card it. The only thing needed to crown the work was a double by the 
Italians.

REDOUBLES
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OVERCALL STYLE

We can distinguish four reasons that would prompt us to come into the 
auction after the opponents open:
1) to score a game on our side – a hand with honor strength
2) to show partner what to lead – a good suit for an overcall
3) to anticipate a sacri ice – with a lot of shape or with a very long suit
4) to be destructive – to take bidding space and make the opponents’ bid-
ding more dif icult.
5) To compete the partscore.

In today’s bridge, professional pairs are placing more emphasis on being 
destructive.

An important aspect of overcalling style is the upper limit of honor 
strength of the overcall.  In Poland, it is widely accepted that at the one level 
it is 16PC and at the two level it could be maybe 1PC more… With a stronger 
hand we start with a double.  Around the world, and especially across the 
ocean in America it looks different, and an overcall of 18PC can be made to 
no one’s surprise.

Below, we present an example of how this looks in practice as happened 
with a top world pair.
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Beijing 2008

Bridge Olympiad, the open semi- inals.

♠ AQ5
 Both vul. ♥ 732
 Dealer North ♦ AQJ972

♣ A
♠ J862 N ♠ K73
♥ K98 W         E ♥ AQJ104
♦ 4 ♦ K
♣ 97632 S ♣ KQ105

♠ 1094
♥ 65
♦ 108653
♣ J84

W
Duboin

N
Helness

E
Sementa

S
Helgemo

1♦ dbl. pass
1♠ 3♦ 3♥ 5♦

pass...

W
Aa

N E
Mollberg

S

1♦ 1♥ 3♦
pass pass dbl. pass
3♥ 4♣ pass 4♦

pass...

On this deal Sementa decided to make a strong take out double.
This provoked Helgemo to take a precautionary sacri ice in 5♦.
At the other table the Italians managed to stop in 4♦.
What decided it was Mollberg’s 1♥ overcall in the American style.  I’m 

strongly opposed to such a strong overcall at the one level.  Let’s imagine 
that partner has 8-9PC, a singleton heart and a diamond stopper.  He’ll pass 
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and we’ll miss a game.  Bidding 1NT risks going down for a lot when partner 
has overcalled with 7-9PC.

The restraint on the part of the Norwegians is amazing.  You can see that 
only an initial spade lead sets the game.
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Beijing 2008

Bridge Olympiad, the open semi- inals.
♠ J10873

 NS vul. ♥ KQ
 Dealer East ♦ 86

♣ Q1094
♠ K62 N ♠ AQ95
♥ A10 W         E ♥ 64
♦ KQ932 ♦ AJ1075
♣ K65 S ♣ J8

♠ 4
♥ J987532
♦ 4
♣ A732

W
Groetheim

N
Lauria

E
Tundal

S
Versace

1♦ 1♥
2♣1) dbl. 2♥ 3♣
3NT pass...

1)transfer to diamonds
I’d like to emphasize Versace’s 1♥ overcall.  This is typical for this pair’s 

style.  At unfavorable vulnerability both the Italians were in the bidding 
having a combined 13PC.

W
Duboin

N
Helness

E
Sementa

S
Helgemo

1♦ 3♥
dbl. pass 3♠ pass
3NT pass...

Helgemo decided to preempt with 3♥.  At this vulnerability that is being 
hyperaggressive.  We should also call attention to the Italians’ lexible use 
of the negative double.  If East had had heart shortness they would most 
likely have wound up in game in a suit contract.
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OVERCALL STYLE

Sao Paulo 2009

Bermuda Bowl, the semi- inals.
♠ 2

 EW vul. ♥ KJ9643
 Dealer North ♦ QJ94

♣ AJ
♠ A986 N ♠ QJ1053
♥ A W         E ♥ Q72
♦ K10853 ♦ A7
♣ 973 S ♣ 854

♠ K74
♥ 1085
♦ 62
♣ KQ1062

W
Wang

N
Hamman

E
Zhuang

S
Zia

1♥ 1♠ 2♥
4♦ 4♥ 4♠ dbl.

pass...

Zia is very often too active in contested auctions.  This time the double 
happily worked out.  After taking 3 club tricks and playing a heart, there 
weren’t enough entries to set up the diamonds, +200. 

At the other table the Chinese sacri iced in 5♥ doubled, down three.  +500 
and 12 IMPs for the USA.
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OVERCALL STYLE

Beijing 2008

Bridge Olympiad, the open semi- inals.
♠ KQ543

 NS vul. ♥ ‒
 Dealer West ♦ J743

♣ AJ87
♠ 876 N ♠ J1092
♥ J732 W         E ♥ A98654
♦ 652 ♦ 108
♣ Q105 S ♣ 2

♠ A
♥ KQ10
♦ AKQ9
♣ K9643

W
Groetheim

N
Lauria

E
Tundal

S
Versace

pass 1♠ 2♥ dbl.
3♥ pass pass dbl.

pass 4NT pass 5NT
pass 6♣ pass...

Tundal’s 2♥ overcall can be excused by the fact that his partner was a 
passed hand and he was at favorable vulnerability.  Thanks to that the Ita-
lians found themselves in a tough spot.  They handled it pretty well and lan-
ded on their feet.  Note, that if Lauria had had the queen of clubs instead of 
the jack his bidding wouldn’t have changed and it would have been no tro-
uble at all to make a grand.  Bidding space plays a key role in slam bidding.

W
Duboin

N
Helness

E
Sementa

S
Helgemo

pass 1♠ pass 2♣
pass 3♥ pass 4♦
pass 4♥ pass 7♣

pass...
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OVERCALL STYLE

Helgemo’s uncompromising bidding. Partner showed a 4-card it and a 
heart void.  The Norwegian wasn’t bothered by the lack of the club queen.  
The inspired bidding didn’t inspire fantastic declarer play.  Down one and 
16 IMPs for the Italians.
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OVERCALL STYLE

Beijing 2008

Bridge Olympiad, the open semi- inals.
♠ 82

 Love all ♥ 1032
 Dealer South ♦ J106

♣ A9764
♠ KJ9 N ♠ Q10763
♥ AK6 W         E ♥ 84
♦ K9875 ♦ Q2
♣ 85 S ♣ KQJ10

♠ A54
♥ QJ975
♦ A43
♣ 32

W
Groetheim

N
Lauria

E
Tundal

S
Versace

1♥
1BA 2♥ 3♥ pas
3♠ pas 3BA pas
4♠ pas...

W
Duboin

N
Helness

E
Sementa

S
Helgemo

1♥
1BA pass 2♥ pass
2♠ pass 3♣ pass
4♠ pass...

Groetheim and Duboin chose a very bold 1NT overcall.  That led to an 
excellent game.

Tundal’s 3♥ was at least invitational with 5+♠.
Transfers at the 3 level after an opening 1NT and an overcall are practi-

cally standard these days.
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OVERCALL STYLE

W N E S
1NT 2Y ?

‒ 2NT – at least invitational with  5+♣,
‒ 3♣ – at least invitational with 5+♦,
‒ 3♦ – at least invitational with 5+♥,
‒ 3♥ – at least invitational with 5+♠.
‒ 3♠ – asking for a stopper in the overcalled suit.

Have we forgotten about the opponent’s suit?
Of course, a transfer to their suit is forcing to game and shows a hand 

close to a three-suiter with shortness in the overcalled suit.
Brian Senior: And a double is take out but with 2/3 cards in the suit 

overcalled?
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Beijing 2008

Bridge Olympiad, the open semi- inals.
♠ 974

 NS vul. ♥ Q75
 Dealer East ♦ K74

♣ Q1086
♠ 8653 N ♠ AK10
♥ J632 W         E ♥ A10
♦ 953 ♦ J2
♣ J3 S ♣ AK9542

♠ QJ2
♥ K984
♦ AQ1086
♣ 7

W
Groetheim

N
Sementa

E
Tundal

S
Duboin

1♣1) 1♦
dbl.2) 2♦ 3♣ 3♦
pass...

1)16+PC, any shape,
2)4+♥.

Duboin chose to overcall 1♦ after the 1♣ opening.  May be the decision 
was in luenced by the fact, that 1♣ was not natural. At the tables, where 
East players started with natural 1♣, most players doubled.  The 1♦ overcall 
leads to a diamond partscore at the three level.

W N
Helness

E S
Helgemo

1♣ dbl.
pass 1NT pass 2♦
pass pass 3♣ pass...

Helgemo decided to double.  Note, that the Norwegian pair uses an 

OVERCALL STYLE
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agreement seldom encountered, that a double followed by bidding dia-
monds shows shape and not strength (Equal Level Conversion). 

Brian Senior: Maybe not in Poland, but it is quite a common style in 
the UK.
The agreement could also be adopted in this kind of sequence:

W N E S
1♥ dbl. pass 2♣

pass 2♦

where the doubler shows 5+♦, usually four spades and doesn’t promise 
more than 12-15 PC.

OVERCALL STYLE
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Beijing 2008

Bridge Olympiad, the open semi- inals.
♠ 107

 Love all ♥ 63
 Dealer East ♦ AQJ104

♣ KQ106
♠ 98642 N ♠ AKQJ5
♥ J97 W         E ♥ 1042
♦ 95 ♦ K72
♣ 975 S ♣ J2

♠ 3
♥ AKQ85
♦ 863
♣ A843

W
Groetheim

N
Sementa

E
Tundal

S
Duboin

1NT 2♥1)

pass 2NT pass 3♣
pass 4♣ pass...

1)hearts and a minor.
A classic sequence, but it met up with bad hand evaluation.

There were as many as 3 makeable game contracts.  Both players made 
an attempt – which one was stronger? – that depends on the style in the 
partnership.

W N
Helness

E S
Helgemo

1NT dbl.
2♥1) pass 3♠ pass
pass dbl. pass 4♥

pass...

1)transfer to spades
Helness’s tactics here were interesting.  He didn’t take action after the 

OVERCALL STYLE
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transfer, but intervened when the auction got to 3♠. 
In this sequence we recommend transfers starting from 2NT and analo-

gically in situations after our opening 1NT and an overcall at the two level.
W N E S

1NT dbl.1) 2♥2)

1)strong hand,
2)transfer to spades.
‒ 2NT – transfer to clubs, at least invitational,
‒ 3♣ – transfer to diamonds at least invitational,
‒ 3♦ – transfer to hearts at least invitational, 
‒ 3♥ – spade shortness, typically a three-suiter (4441, 5431),
‒ 3♠ – asking for a spade stopper.

The meanings of pass after transfer and further double, and double of 
transfer should be also discussed by any serious partnership. One of those 
sequences should be for penalties, while another ‒ take out. Also 2♠ bid by 
South can be treated as a weak, distributional take out, usually with two 
suits.

OVERCALL STYLE
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Sao Paulo 2009

Bermuda Bowl, the inal.
♠ 1082

 NS vul. ♥ ‒
 Dealer West ♦ KQ97

♣ QJ10752
♠ QJ N ♠ 3
♥ KJ10832 W         E ♥ A9764
♦ A5 ♦ J43
♣ K93 S ♣ A864

♠ AK97654
♥ Q5
♦ 10862
♣ ‒

W
Zia

N
Sementa

E
Hamman

S
Duboin

1♥ 2♣ 3♣ 3♠
4♥ pass pass dbl.

pass 4♠ 5♥ dbl.
pass...

Earlier we showed Sementa bidding passively.  This time changing the 
rhythm of his game (being active with 2♣) combined with passiveness 
(pass after 4♥) led to a bad result.  Duboin was counting on club trick(s), 
more strength and less distribution.  The defense of 5♥ required quite a bit 
of inesse.  

After the lead of the queen of clubs, you should ruff and play a diamond.  
Duboin pulled the ace of spades and the diamond-club squeeze resulted in 
the score of 5♥ doubled = +650.

W
Versace

N
Rodwell

E
Lauria

S
Mecsktroth

1♥ pass 3♦1) 3♠
4♥ 4♠ 5♥ 5♠

pass pass dbl. pass...

OVERCALL STYLE
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1)mixed raise
Brian Senior: Not everyone’s idea of a Mixed raise, which would nor-

mally be weaker than an invitational raise - not as here a hand that always 
plans to bid to game. An unusual tactical effort.

Rodwell’s conservativeness led to success.  Meckstroth didn’t have a fal-
se picture of his partner’s hand.  The reward was +1050 and 17 IMPs for the 
USA.

OVERCALL STYLE
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Veldhoven 2011

Bermuda Bowl, the semi- inals.
♠ 8

 Both vul. ♥ A109753
 Dealer East ♦ 653

♣ J75
♠ A5 N ♠ J10964
♥ K W         E ♥ QJ8642
♦ AQJ972 ♦ 4
♣ KQ64 S ♣ A

♠ KQ732
♥ ‒
♦ K108
♣ 109832

W
Versace

N
Drijver

E
Lauria

S
Brink

pass pass
1♦ 2♥ pass pass

dbl. pass pass rdbl.
pass 3♣ pass pass
dbl. pass...

The result was down ive, +1400 for the Italians.
At the other table De Wijs–Muller got to a contract of 4♥ without in-

tervention, down one, -100.  The cost of being active was 17 IMPs.
In the other semi- inal:

W
Wooldridge

N
Martel

E
Hurd

S
Stansby

pass pass
1♦ 2♥ pass pass

dbl. pass pass rdbl.
pass 2NT 3♠ pass
3NT pass...

OVERCALL STYLE
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OVERCALL STYLE

Hurd rescued Martel from disaster, but it didn’t cost him that much.  With 
an overtrick he was +630.

At the other table Weinstein-Levin played 5♦ down two.  A 13 IMP pickup 
instead of 17.

I’m not criticizing the 2♥ bid.  Taking bidding space and trying to force an 
error requires taking risks.  The question is this:  how does the pair react 
to this kind of loss at the table?  If they consider it the cost of the style of 
game that they play and they can carry on playing without any unnecessary 
nervousness, then it makes sense. 
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Beijing 2008

Bridge Olympiad, the open semi- inals.
♠ AKQ862

 NS vul. ♥ 9764
 Dealer North ♦ K4

♣ 8
♠ J1093 N ♠ 7
♥ AKQ5 W         E ♥ 103
♦ Q5 ♦ AJ1032
♣ 1075 S ♣ KJ632

♠ 54
♥ J82
♦ 9876
♣ AQ94

W
Groetheim

N
Lauria

E
Tundal

S
Versace

1♠ 3♣1) pass
3NT pass pass dbl.

pass...
1)the minors, at least 5-5

W N
Mollberg

E S
Aa

1♠ 2NT pass
3NT pass pass dbl.
4♣ pass pass dbl.

pass...
In our opinion the 2NT bid should be limited, depending on the vulnerability.
At favorable vulnerability there shouldn’t be any lower limit and at un-

favorable there shouldn’t be any upper one.  Of course, the limits should be 
de ined by each partnership according to what they are used to.  The opti-
mism of these players was strange and invited disaster.  The vulnerability 
was favorable, so partner could be weak. 

East’s hand could be de ined as medium strength (for this vulnerability) 
and yet the cost of bidding optimistically was signi icant.  Rather than ma-
king 3♣, both tables went down one doubled.

OVERCALL STYLE
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Sao Paulo 2009

Bermuda Bowl, the inal.
♠ K65

 NS vul. ♥ AKJ74
 Dealer West ♦ 85

♣ KJ2
♠ AQ10 N ♠ J9732
♥ 2 W         E ♥ Q1053
♦ A964 ♦ 3
♣ 108754 S ♣ A63

♠ 84
♥ 986
♦ KQJ1072
♣ Q9

W
Versace

N
Rodwell

E
Lauria

S
Meckstroth

pass 1NT pass 3♣
pass 3♦ pass...

After an opening 1NT, the Americans con idently landed in the excellent 
contract of 3♦, scoring up +110.

W
Zia

N E
Hamman

S

pass 1♥ 1♠ 2NT1)

4♠ dbl. pass...
pass...

1)invitational with heart it (1♥ was 14+HCP)
Hamman’s 1♠ overcall after an opening 1♥ can be labelled a typical suici-

de bid.  The cost – down two, -300 and 5 IMPs for the Italians…
That reminds me of an old anecdote…
A little girl is helping her Dad park the car.  “Back up Daddy, back up.”  A 

crunching noise is heard and the car lands on a cement pylon.  “Now, Daddy, 
get out of the car and look at what you’ve done.”

OVERCALL STYLE
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Estoril 2005

Bermuda Bowl, the inal.
♠ 95

 Love all ♥ A5
 Dealer South ♦ AKJ10862

♣ AQ
♠ AKQ N ♠ 1086
♥ J642 W         E ♥ Q1083
♦ 743 ♦ 95
♣ J86 S ♣ K1054

♠ J7432
♥ K97
♦ Q
♣ 9732

W
Rodwell

N
Lauria

E
Meckstroth

S
Versace

pass
1♦1) pass 1♥ 1♠
2♥ 3NT pass...

1)Precision Club
Versace made a 1♠ overcall that is typical for this pair.  What is surpri-

sing is Lauria’s pass after the arti icial 1♦ opening.  Letting the East hand 
easily come into the auction is rarely a good idea.  Jumping to 3NT would 
seem to be the standard thing to do.
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FIGHTING FOR THE CONTRACT

FIGHTING FOR THE CONTRACT
The goal of every pair at the table is to obtain the optimal result for their 

side.  Theoretically, this should be par or the mini-max on a hand.  However, 
if every board ended with a mini-max, we wouldn’t be able to make com-
parisons.  

In reality, the battle at the table is governed by its own rules.  The achie-
ved score usually results from the distribution, the systems used, the style 
of play, the characters of the players, the state of the match or the tourna-
ment, as well as the atmosphere, mood and emotions of the moment.

The ight for the contract should also be appreciated at the partscore 
level.  Here is where the advantages that the best players in the world have 
can usually be seen.  Adding up seemingly small gains of a couple of points 
can have a signi icant impact on the state of the match.  All of us can sure-
ly remember a match, especially in the play-off stages, where the result of 
advancing or being eliminated from the tournament was decided by one 
IMP.  In a matchpoint tournament, this is the key to success.  
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Shanghai 2007

Bermuda Bowl, the semi- inals.
♠ 102

 Both vul. ♥ A83
 Dealer East ♦ 5

♣ QJ85432
♠ QJ86 N ♠ AK95
♥ J9652 W         E ♥ K104
♦ K103 ♦ J42
♣ 10 S ♣ K97

♠ 743
♥ Q7
♦ AQ9876
♣ A6

W
Eber

N
Rosenberg

E
Bosenberg

S
Zia

1♣ 1♦
1♥ pass 2♦ pass
2♥ pass 3♥ pass
4♥ pass...

Eber and Bosenberg were undoubtedly enemies of their own score.  They 
weren’t pushed by anyone and they overbid to a hopeless game.  Only a do-
uble was lacking to inish the work.  Precise defense based on getting two 
heart ruffs and promoting the queen of hearts led to a result of down three.

W
Katz

N
Gower

E
Jacobs

S
Apteker

1♣ 1♦
dbl.1) pass 1♥ 2♦
pass pass 2♥ pass...

1)transfer to hearts
Gower’s passive bidding and bad defense against the contract of 2♥ allo-

wed the opponents to score +110.

FIGHTING FOR THE CONTRACT
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W
Brink

N
Helness

E
Drijver

S
Helgemo

1♣ 1♦
dbl.1) pass 1♥ pass
2♥ 3♣ pass...

1)transfer to hearts

W
Brogeland

N
de Wijs

E
Saelensminde

S
Muller

1♣ 1♦
dbl.1) pass 2♠ pass
pass 3♣ pass pass
3♠ pass...

1)both majors

Helness showed how to ight for a partscore (3♣ - just made, +110).
The Norwegians played in spades and after the “clever” underlead of the 

ace of clubs scored up +140.
Partscores are often not taken seriously enough at IMPs.  Yet a partscore 

made at both tables for the same team brings a pick up of +6 IMPs.  There’s 
also nothing to sneeze at a score of -50 in defense of -110 or -140.

Many times thanks to being active you are able to push your opponents 
one level higher, which brings a pick up from time to time.

Fighting for a partscore comes easily to pairs who play a lot of matchpo-
int tournaments. 

FIGHTING FOR THE CONTRACT
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FIGHTING FOR THE CONTRACT

In the ight for partscores the decisions can be dif icult and risky, espe-
cially when vulnerable.  The approach to these problems can be radically 
different.

Beijing 2008

Bridge Olympiad, the inal.
♠ Q765

 Both vul. ♥ AJ4
 Dealer North ♦ 43

♣ A1086
♠ A94 N ♠ KJ
♥ Q10 W         E ♥ K97652
♦ 862 ♦ KQJ10
♣ QJ974 S ♣ 5

♠ 10832
♥ 83
♦ A975
♣ K32

W
Versace

N
Gold

E
Lauria

S
Townsend

pass 1♥ pass
1NT pass 2♦ pass
2♥ dbl. pass 2♠

pass...

W
Malinowski

N
Sementa

E
Sandqvist

S
Duboin

pass 1♥ pass
1NT pass 2♦ pass
2♥ dbl. pass 2♠

pass...
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FIGHTING FOR THE CONTRACT

W
Dhondy

N
W.Wang

E
Senior

S
Liu

pass 1♥ pass
1NT pass 2♦ pass
2♥ pass...

W
H.Wang

N
Smith

E
Sun

S
Brock

pass 1♥ pass
1NT pass 2♦ pass
2♥ pass 3♥ pass...

Gold and Sementa took a risk.  Both women in identical situations pas-
sed.  Note, that taking 9 or 10 tricks in hearts isn’t hard.

In the men’s competition the outcome of the deal rested on the defense.  
Versace kicked a club trick on lead and the English gained 5 IMPs.
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Sao Paulo 2009

Bermuda Bowl, the inal.
♠ 10

Love all ♥ J4
 Dealer West ♦ J10875

♣ AJ865
♠ 952 N ♠ AK8
♥ Q93 W         E ♥ 108652
♦ AQ9 ♦ K3
♣ K1092 S ♣ Q73

♠ QJ7643
♥ AK7
♦ 642
♣ 4

W
Zia

N
Sementa

E
Hamman

S
Duboin

pass pass 1♥ 1♠
2♠ pass 3♥ pass

pass 3NT dbl. 4♦
dbl. pass...

W
Versace

N
Rodwell

E
Lauria

S
Meckstroth

pass pass 1♥ 1♠
2NT pass 3♥ pass...

By a passed hand 2♠ should mean an invitational hand based on point 
count and 2NT should be a distributional hand inviting game.

What’s funny is that Sementa, who is usually very passive, decided it was 
the right time to ight for the contract at the completely wrong moment.

After a trump lead the penalty would have been stiff.  A heart lead allo-
wed Duboin to scrape up as many as 9 tricks. 

FIGHTING FOR THE CONTRACT
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CHOICE OF OPENING BIDS

CHOICE OF OPENING BIDS 

The choice of an opening bid is usually determined by the bidding system 
in use.  The vulnerability on a board is also important.  Some pairs differen-
tiate not only their style, like the quality of an opening preempt, but also 
the entire bidding system depending on what the vulnerability allows.  For 
example, they can play light openings at the one level with an entire bidding 
system built around that.  

There’s considerable in luence on the decision made – as with every de-
cision – from character, temperament and the tendencies that a player has.
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Beijing 2008

Bridge Olympiad, the open semi- inals.

♠ J92
 Both vul. ♥ KQ1084
 Dealer South ♦ KQ4

♣ AK
♠ 6543 N ♠ AQ1087
♥ AJ976 W         E ♥ 32
♦ 65 ♦ J1032
♣ 72 S ♣ 105

♠ K
♥ 5
♦ A987
♣ QJ98643

W
Groetheim

N
Lauria

E
Tundal

S
Versace

pass
pass 1♥ 1♠ 2♣
3♠ dbl. pass 4NT

pass 5♣ pass...

W
Duboin

N
Helness

E
Sementa

S
Helgemo

1♣
pass 1♥ 1♠ 2♣
3♠ dbl. pass 4♣

pass 6♣ pass...

We can understand Alfredo’s pass in irst seat.

As a passed hand, with a lot of shape and not many points you can be a bit 
wild and partner won’t go off the deep end. 

Helgemo gave in to the temptation to open the hand and you can see how 

CHOICE OF OPENING BIDS
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CHOICE OF OPENING BIDS

it turned out.  Helness rightly couldn’t imagine a hand for partner without 
two aces and this led to misfortune.

Brian Senior: South might open with a pre-empt in irst seat, the only 
question being, 3♣ or 4♣? The ♠K is a dubious value and having only two 
major-suit cards suggests that the hand may belong to the opposition - a 
good time to take away some bidding space and put on some pressure.
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CHOICE OF OPENING BIDS

Beijing 2008

Bridge Olympiad, the open semi- inals.
♠ Q9763

 Love all ♥ 982
 Dealer South ♦ 3

♣ 10982
♠ KJ1042 N ♠ A85
♥ K7 W         E ♥ 643
♦ A1076 ♦ J9
♣ 53 S ♣ AKQJ6

♠ ‒
♥ AQJ105
♦ KQ8542
♣ 74

W
Versace

N
Helness

E
Lauria

S
Helgemo

1♦
1♠ pass 2♦ 2♥
dbl. pass 4♠ pass
pass dbl. pass...

Here, playing a simple system with a very natural style, Helgemo opened 
his longest suit.  That kept North virtually out of the bidding.   

Yet not everything turned out as it might have seemed at irst glance.  
Warned about the bad breaks, Versace made 11 tricks without any trouble 
after a diamond lead.  
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CHOICE OF OPENING BIDS

Beijing 2008

Bridge Olympiad, the open inal.
♠ KQ42

 Love all ♥ Q
 Dealer West ♦ J862

♣ J1084
♠ J75 N ♠ 3
♥ 874 W         E ♥ AKJ1095
♦ A75 ♦ KQ1094
♣ 9765 S ♣ 2

♠ A10986
♥ 632
♦ 3
♣ AKQ3

W
Versace

N
Sandqvist

E
Lauria

S
Malinowski

pass pass 1♥ 1♠
2♥ 4♠ 5♥ 5♠

pass...

W
Townsend

N
Sementa

E
Gold

S
Duboin

pass pass 4♥ 4♠
pass pass 5♦ pass
5♥ 5♠ pass pass
6♥ pass pass dbl.

pass...

Lauria started the bidding at the one level and then didn’t think it was 
right to show his diamonds at the ive level.

Camou lage makes sense, but not when we have to make a decision at a 
high level.

Versace had no clues that could lead him to the right hand evaluation.  
The score of -450 was the reward due the Italian master’s actions. 

Gold made his hand an open book and Townsend was able to ind the 
very pro itable sacri ice without a moment’s hesitation. 
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CHOICE OF OPENING BIDS

Beijing 2008

Bridge Olympiad, the open inal.
♠ J6

 Love all ♥ 109
 Dealer North ♦ 6

♣ QJ1095432
♠ A1073 N ♠ 852
♥ AKQ72 W         E ♥ 85
♦ 104 ♦ AJ752
♣ A6 S ♣ K87

♠ KQ94
♥ J643
♦ KQ983
♣ ‒

W N
Gold

E S
Townsend

4♣ pass pass
dbl. pass 4♦ dbl.
4♥ pass pass dbl.

pass...

W
Malinowski

N
Lauria

E
Sandqvist

S
Versace

3♣ pass pass
dbl. pass 3♦ pass
3♥ pass 3NT pass...

The height of the opening preempt had a signi icant impact on this deal.  
Lauria overcautiously (non-vulnerable with an 8-card suit) opened 3♣, 

which allowed the English to stop in the excellent contract of 3NT (+400).
The higher preempt denied the Italians a chance to play no trump and 

pushed to the contract of 4♥, which wasn’t a good idea (-500).
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CHOICE OF OPENING BIDS

Philadelphia 2010

Rosenblum Cup, the inal.
♠ AQ9

 NS vul. ♥ AQ5
 Dealer East ♦ AQ1042

♣ 42
♠ K8764 N ♠ J102
♥ 102 W         E ♥ K98643
♦ J65 ♦ ‒
♣ Q96 S ♣ AJ85

♠ 53
♥ J7
♦ K9873
♣ K1073

W
Rodwell

N
Moss

E
Meckstroth

S
Gitelman

2♥ pass
pass 2NT pass 3NT

pass...

W
Hampson

N
Hamman

E
Greco

S
Zia

1♥ pass
1♠ 1NT dbl.1) rdbl.
2♠ pass pass 2NT

pass 3NT pass...
1)three-card spade support

On the question of whether it is better to start the bidding with 9 PC at 
the one level or the two level, Meckstroth and Greco came up with different 
answers.  You can’t blame anything on American style in this case.  Every-
thing depended on individual hand evaluation and tendencies within the 
partnership.
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CHOICE OF OPENING BIDS

Shanghai 2007

Bermuda Bowl, the quarter- inals.
♠ KJ7

 EW vul. ♥ AJ53
 Dealer North ♦ ‒

♣ J87654
♠ Q9642 N ♠ A105
♥ 9 W         E ♥ KQ642
♦ A10954 ♦ 872
♣ 103 S ♣ Q2

♠ 83
♥ 1087
♦ KQJ63
♣ AK9

W
de Wijs

N
Cullin

E
Muller

S
Upmark

pass 1♥ 2♦
pass...

W
Morath

N
Drijver

E
Efraimsson

S
Brink

1♣ 1♥ 2♣1)

pass 3♣ pass 3♥
pass 3NT pass...

1)transfer to diamonds
Do you open the North hand or not?  Moving the club queen from the East 

to the West hand would mean going down a lot, often doubled.  Just looking 
at the NS hands we aren’t able to judge what the results of our actions wo-
uld be.  Too much depends on luck.

In the Dutch pair’s style, Drijver made an aggressive opening, ran into a 
favorable layout and gained quite a lot of points – 2♦ just barely made and 
3NT made with an overtrick.
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CHOICE OF OPENING BIDS

Shanghai 2007

Bermuda Bowl, the quarter- inals.
♠ 82

 NS vul. ♥ Q
 Dealer East ♦ AQJ963

♣ J632
♠ 97 N ♠ Q1064
♥ KJ54 W         E ♥ A10973
♦ K874 ♦ 105
♣ K75 S ♣ 84

♠ AKJ53
♥ 862
♦ 2
♣ AQ109

W
Helgemo

N
Shi

E
Helness

S
Zhuang

pass 1♠
pass 2♦ pass 2♠
pass 3♦ pass...

W
Zhao

N
Saelensminde

E
Fu

S
Brogeland

2♥1) 2♠
3♥ dbl. pass 5♣

pass...
1)weak two

This is not an example which illustrates the process of making decisions.  
Sometimes the bidding turns out favorably and the opponents push us into 
a game.  Fu being overly active made it easier for Brogeland to ind a club 
contract.  The Chinese also didn’t do well on lead and the Norwegians added 
10 IMPs to their account.
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CHOICE OF OPENING BIDS

Shanghai 2007

Bermuda Bowl, the semi- inals.
♠ A9

 Both vul. ♥ AK53
 Dealer South ♦ QJ932

♣ 64
♠ K5 N ♠ 842
♥ Q1092 W         E ♥ J8764
♦ AK5 ♦ 10764
♣ AJ102 S ♣ 9

♠ QJ10763
♥ ‒
♦ 8
♣ KQ8753

W
Eber

N
Rosenberg

E
Bosenberg

S
Zia
2♠1)

dbl. 2NT pass 4♣
pass 4♠ pass...

1)weak two, at this vulnerability constructive

W
Katz

N
Gower

E
Jacobs

S
Apteker

4♠
dbl. pass 5♥ pass
pass dbl. pass...

W
Brink

N
Helness

E
Drijver

S
Helgemo

pass
1NT 2♥1) pass 2♠
dbl. pass 3♦ dbl.
pass

1)4+♥ and 5+ in a minor
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W
Brogeland

N
de Wijs

E
Saelensminde

S
Muller

2♦1)

2NT pass 3♦ 4♣
4♥ dbl. pass...

1)Multi

Zia, Apteker, Helgemo, Muller – they each had a different idea of how to 
get across their 6-6 shape.

Zia chose to open a “weak two.”  It should be added that he had in his sys-
tem a way to show the 6♠-5♣ shape after partner’s positive 2NT response.  
The inal result was -100 for 4♠ down one.

Apteker took a completely sensible approach of “the higher the better.”  
That brought in +800 for 5♥ doubled down three.

Helgemo passed.  Helness’s 2♥ warned him of the mis it.  With full ima-
gination he topped it off with a double.  +1100 for 3♦ doubled down four. 

Muller decided to open Multi.  He scored +800 for 4♥ doubled.
The best result was achieved by Helgemo–Helness, which goes against 

the theory that with such a distributional hand you shouldn’t pass in irst 
seat.  It’s true that Brink’s being too active was like help from a friend, but 
it’s the inal result that counts.  

CHOICE OF OPENING BIDS
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Sao Paulo 2009

Bermuda Bowl, the inal.
♠ AK75

 NS vul. ♥ 64
 Dealer East ♦ Q984

♣ A105
♠ QJ96 N ♠ 103
♥ K1087 W         E ♥ A9532
♦ 73 ♦ A5
♣ Q83 S ♣ 7642

♠ 842
♥ QJ
♦ KJ1062
♣ KJ9

W
Zia

N
Sementa

E
Hamman

S
Duboin

pass
pass 1♦ 1♥ 3♣
3♦ pass 3♥ pass...

W
Wang

N
Rodwell

E
Zhuang

S
Meckstroth

1♦
pass 1♠ pass 1NT
pass 3NT pass...

We can see that Meckstroth doesn’t need much to start the bidding when 
he’s vulnerable.  Meckstroth-Rodwell is one of the most aggressive pairs at 
opening balanced hands.  Their system helps – minimum openings have an 
upper limit of 13 PC.   

This time it led to a contract going down two and a loss of 8 IMPs; ho-
wever, a lot depended on which honors were in partner’s hand.  With the 
king fourth of spades and the ace third of hearts, the result on the board 
would have been somewhat different along with our judgement about his 
opening bid.  

CHOICE OF OPENING BIDS
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CHOICE OF OPENING BIDS

Beijing 2008

Bridge Olympiad, the semi- inals.
♠ 5

 EW vul. ♥ KQJ9542
 Dealer North ♦ Q103

♣ Q7
♠ 7432 N ♠ AKQJ86
♥ 107 W         E ♥ 6
♦ AJ4 ♦ 972
♣ J543 S ♣ 1086

♠ 109
♥ A83
♦ K865
♣ AK92

W
Grotheim

N
Sementa

E
Tundal

S
Duboin

1♥ 1♠ dbl.
3♠ 4♥ pass...

W N
Helness

E S
Helgemo

4♥ 4♠ 5♥
pass...

Opening 1♥ at favorable vulnerability raises some inherent objections.  
This is a bidding style reminiscent of students.  The spade shortness and 
lack of defensive tricks suggestions opening 4♥, which is what Helness did.  

How Duboin was supposed to distinguish a 1♥ like the one on this deal 
from a hand like:

♠ x ♥ KQxxxxx ♦ Axx ♣ Qx
remains a mystery.
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CHOICE OF OPENING BIDS

FORCING ERRORS
Bridge today, especially bridge at the highest levels, no longer consists 

of playing out the deals that belong to you and otherwise waiting for the 
opponents to make mistakes.  Over the long run, this style has no chance 
for success.  The level of play is increasing year by year and in standard 
situations mistakes are rarely made – most pairs, and for sure those on a 
national team level, work diligently at their bidding system, especially at 
the easiest part – uncontested auctions.   

In order to win you have to put your opponents in problem situations 
that they face rarely or you have to convince them that the deal looks diffe-
rent than it actually is.  The key to this is being active and bidding aggressi-
vely.  A good illustration of this would be the style in which soccer is played 
– a team that encounters a high pressured game by the opponents has to be 
made up of players that have impeccable technical skills and who can play 
very fast and match the rhythm of the opponents’ game.  

In determining how far to go with being active and bidding aggressively, 
a key indicator will often be knowing the style of game the opponents play.  

Here are a few examples of errors provoked by active bidding.
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CHOICE OF OPENING BIDS

Paris 2001

Bermuda Bowl, the semi- inals.
♠ Q7632

 EW vul. ♥ 10876
 Dealer East ♦ K92

♣ 10
♠ AJ109854 N ♠ K
♥ A2 W         E ♥ K543
♦ Q5 ♦ J10
♣ KQ S ♣ AJ9832

♠ ‒
♥ QJ9
♦ A87643
♣ 7654

W
Versace

N
Aa

E
Lauria

S
Groetheim

1♣ 2♦
2♠ 4♦ pass pass
dbl. pass 4♥ pass
4♠ pass 5♣ pass
6♣ pass...

This is an example of what is called a forced error in sports.  The Nor-
wegians’ active bidding provoked the Italians to make a mistake.  Versace 
was most obviously convinced that they were operating with 10 diamonds. 
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Estoril 2005

Bermuda Bowl, the inal.
♠ A632

 NS vul. ♥ AKJ53
 Dealer West ♦ KJ4

♣ 5
♠ 1085 N ♠ 7
♥ 74 W         E ♥ Q1062
♦ Q1053 ♦ 97
♣ KJ74 S ♣ A98632

♠ KQJ94
♥ 98
♦ A862
♣ Q10

W
Versace

N
Hamman

E
Lauria

S
Soloway

pass 1♣1) 2♣ 2♠
4♣ pass pass dbl.

pass 4♠ pass...
1)strong

Brian Senior: Most likely Hamman had at his disposal a double after 4♣ 
to show slam interest in spades. (How can you say that? Far more likely is 
that he did not have an intelligent option to show slam interest. If he had 
the double available, why didn’t he use it?) In the actual sequence Soloway 
expected partner to have a minimum without a super spade it.  

The Italians did a fantastic job of creating the right tempo for the auction. 
The mistake made by the Americans can surely be classi ied as a forced 

error. 

FORCING ERRORS
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Verona 2006

Rosenblum Cup, the semi- inals.
♠ A9864

 NS vul. ♥ AQ95
 Dealer South ♦ 87

♣ 76
♠ J3 N ♠ KQ752
♥ 73 W         E ♥ KJ1084
♦ AQ10642 ♦ K
♣ K105 S ♣ 42

♠ 10
♥ 62
♦ J953
♣ AQJ983

W
Fredin

N
Ginossar

E
Lindqvist

S
Ozdil

3♣
pass pass 3♠ pass
3NT pass 4♥ pass
4♠ dbl. pass

W
Kalish

N
Jacobus

E
Podgur

S
Henner

pass
1♦ 1♠ 2♥ pass
3♦ pass 3NT pass...

“Hands get better after a preempt” – as one popular bridge saying goes.  
It’s hard to assign the Swedes an error.  4♠ doubled down two cost -300.

3NT also went down two, but without a double.
Decisions undertaken by the players can alter the rhythm of the bidding 

and the inal contracts can come out quite different.  

FORCING ERRORS
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FORCING ERRORS

Shanghai 2007

Bermuda Bowl, the inal.
♠ Q932

 Love all ♥ J2
 Dealer South ♦ 9752

♣ 1096
♠ 864 N ♠ KJ75
♥ 53 W         E ♥ KQ1098
♦ QJ ♦ A6
♣ AJ8742 S ♣ K3

♠ A10
♥ A764
♦ K10843
♣ Q5

W
Brogeland

N
Garner

E
Saelensminde

S
Weinstein

1♦
pass 1♠ 2♥ pass...

W
Zia

N
Helness

E
Rosenberg

S
Helgemo

1♦
pass pass dbl. pass
3♣ pass 3♥ pass
3♠ pass 3NT pass...

Forcing errors also comes from creating a false picture of the strength 
around the table.  Garner decided to bid with a weak hand.  You have to ad-
mit, however, that the diamond it minimalized the potential risk.

Zia and Rosenberg had it easier.  We should point out that Zia took care 
(3♠) to see that the no trump contract was played from the right hand.
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FORCING ERRORS

Lille 2012

Bridge Olympiad, the quarter- inals.
♠ J2

 EW vul. ♥ J54
 Dealer West ♦ K63

♣ AK875
♠ Q9854 N ♠ AK6
♥ A862 W         E ♥ KQ107
♦ A ♦ Q109742
♣ J109 S ♣ ‒

♠ 1073
♥ 93
♦ J85
♣ Q6432

W
Quantin

N
Drijver

E
Bompis

S
Brink

1♠ 2♣ 2♦ 5♣
pass pass 6♣ dbl.
pass pass rdbl. pass
6♦ pass...

The take-no-prisoners bidding of the Dutch pair caused such an expe-
rienced and practiced pair as Bompis-Quantin to get lost.  Maybe Bompis 
should have converted to spades... This is indeed a good illustration of how 
it is worth it to “invest.”  Here, 5♣ doubled even with optimal defense would 
have cost less than 6♥.  Without the jump to 5♣, for sure, the French would 
have played in a major suit. 
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FORCING ERRORS

Chennai 2015

Bermuda Bowl, the quarter- inals.
Match England - USA 1

  Board 21 ♠ KJ10854
 NS vul. ♥ AK
 Dealer North ♦ Q7

♣ 542
♠ A6 N ♠ 32
♥ Q103 W         E ♥ 876542
♦ A109543 ♦ KJ86
♣ K9 S ♣ 7

♠ Q97
♥ J9
♦ 2
♣ AQJ10863

W
Rodwell

N
Forrester

E
Meckstroth

S
Robson

1♠ pass 2♣
2♦ pass 4♦ 4♠

pass...

Meckwell let the opponents play in a spade game after an anemic but 
“acceptable” auction.

W
Bakhshi

N
Levin

E
Gold

S
Weinstein

1♠ pass 2♣
2♦ 2♠ 5♦ 5♠

pass...

The very energetic action by Gold left Weinstein with a dif icult decision. 

Brian Senior: At favourable vulnerability, East has no reason to believe 
that 4♠ can be defeated and no reason to believe that 5♦ will cost more than 
the value of the vulnerable game. Bidding 5♦ immediately forces the oppo-
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FORCING ERRORS

sition to take the last guess - always a situation to be cherished. Meckstroth 
actually took a huge position to defend 4♠ when 5♦ rated to be around the 
actual -300 on average.
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THE FUTURE

We can expect that there will be a decline in the number of universal 
agreements which will apply to many bidding positions.  Ambitious pairs 
will introduce more and more speci ic agreements.

Not long ago there was room in a bridge discussion for particular bids in 
this sequence:  

W N E S
3♠ pass 4♣1) 4♦
?

1)4♣ – cue bid, “What do you think about slam in spades?”

‒ pass – positive, denies a cue bid in either diamonds or hearts,
‒ double – diamond cue bid,
‒ 4♥ – heart cue bid, denies a diamond cue bid,
‒ 4♠ – very weak opening,
‒ 4NT – exceptional trumps, denies a side cue,
‒ 5♣ – cue bid, denies a red-suit cue bid, good hand for the opening bid,
‒ 5♦ – void.

These agreements seem to be obvious when put down on paper, but di-
scussing them can reveal different concepts.  Double, pass, 4♠ and 4NT are 
all especially prone to controversy.

We’ll pay more and more attention to understanding how partner eva-
luates hands and to familiarizing ourselves with his way of thinking.  Kno-
wing how partner evaluates hands leads to making rational, joint decisions 
and avoids making opposite interpretations. 

Thanks to the lessons in this book you can be convinced how often there 
are different interpretations of the meaning of particular bids, even among 
professional pairs. 

In contested auctions we will de initely attach more importance to the 
idea of camou lage. 

Being active in the bidding is very often extremely risky in provoking the 
opponents into making a forced error.  In my opinion in the future the ight 

THE FUTURE
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for bidding space will only get worse, which will lead to a dramatic rise in 
the agreements that are necessary to manage these dif icult and previously 
unknown bidding positions. 

The pairs that can better survive in chaos will gain a competitive advan-
tage. 

The prescription for chaos in contested auction in not the next hundred 
agreements, but hours of discussion between partners. 

The role of soft skills will increase – imagination, fantasy, creativity. 
The ability to control one’s own emotions and the tempo of the bidding 

will become invaluable.  In the next decade everything in bridge will be the 
same and especially in contested auctions it will be EVEN MORE SO.   

THE FUTURE




